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ABSTRACT 

Three frequency-domain electromagnetic subsurface profiling 

systems have been developed which use frequencies from 3 GHz 

to 30kHz, IJcHz to iMHz, and from 30kHz to 30MHz respectively. 

The systems operate in the near-field and measure the 

ellipticity of the magnetic field. A grounded wire or a 

vertical magnetic dipole is used as the transmitter antenna. 

The receiving antennas consist of three mutually orthogonal 

antennas which are placed on the ground in an arbitrary 

orientation. Instead of performing rotations in three-

dimensional complex space, a simple two-dimensional rotation 

operating in the complex plane is used to find ellipticity 

and relative tilt angle in three dimensions. 

Cross-talk between the receiver coils and corrections for 

coil misalignment are corrected using fixed coefficients. 

By employing cross-talk and coil misalignment corrections, 

coil-orientation invariance is achieved. 

Algorithms using one-dimensional computer modeling are 

developed to determine the expected minimum and maximum 

depths of penetration as a function of system noise and 

anomaly amplitude. Optimum target depth is computed from 

three-layer one-dimensional computer modeling and compares 

well with the magneto-telluric depth in the far-field. 

A large 100, 000 gallon concrete-lined basin has been designed 

and constructed to perform full-scale physical modeling of 
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the system response to various objects. The basin has been 

filled with water to simulate a conductive medium and a 

variety of targets have been submerged in the basin to 

simulate targets. Initial results indicate data can be 

collected from surveys over the basin to train neural 

networks. Trained neural networks can then perform real-time 

modeling during routine surveys. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Three prototype electromagnetic siibsurface imaging systems 

are being developed by the Laboratory for Advanced Subsurface 

Imaging (LASI) at the University of Arizona. These three 

systems will be referred to as the LASI low frequency 

electromagnetic (LF EM) system, the LASI medium frequency 

electromagnetic (MF EM) system, and the LASI high frequency 

electromagnetic (HF EM) system. All three systems measure 

the ellipticity of the magnetic field produced from a 

controlled source. 

The construction of the LASI LF EM system has been completed 

(Thomas, 1989), (Bak 1991) , (Sternberg, 1991b), (Bak, 1993). 

This is a low-frequency induction system which ranges in 

frequency from 29Hz to 31kHz. The primary purpose of the 

system is to detect shallow geologic structures, and 

ground-water contamination (Sternberg 1990). 

The LASI MF EM system is designed to detect subsidence and 

subsurface voids and operates at frequencies from 1 kHz to 

1 MHz. The LASI HF EM system operates at 30 kHz to 3 0 MHz 

and is designed to detect buried solid waste. Construction 

of both the LASI MF EM system and the LASI HF EM system have 

been completed but were still under construction during the 

research and writing of much of this paper. 
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1.1 Overview of System Components 

All three of these systems are similar in design and consist 

of three major components, a data signal-transmitting system, 

a calibration signal-transmitting system, and a receiving 

system. All three systems are computer controlled. 

1.1.1 Data transmitter system 

The data transmitting system generates and transmits a signal 

which is filtered by the Earth and received by the receiving 

system. There are several frequencies sequentially trans

mitted in a sweep. The transmitter antenna is usually a coil 

in the form of a vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) . In the case 

of the LAS I LF EM system, the transmitter can be a long-wire 

grounded at each end. 

The LAS I LF EM system is usually run with a long-wire 

transmitter, a simple insulated wire grounded at each end 

with a current forced through it. The antenna was sufficiently 

long with respect to its proximity to the receiver antennas 

that the electrodes appeared to be located infinitely far 

away. The LASI LF EM system could use many frequencies but 

at most 21 have ever been used ranging from 30 Hz to 30 kHz. 

Little attempt was made to tune the antenna or match the 

impedance of the transmitter to the power amplifier. See 

Thomas (1989) for further information. 
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The LAS I MF EM system and the LAS I HF EM system transmitter 

antennas were designed to be tuned to each frequency they 

transmitted. The LASI MF EM system operates at eleven 

frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz. Likewise, the LASI HF EM 

system operates at eleven frequencies from 32 kHz to 32 MHz. 

For each frequency in both systems, there is a separate 

tuning circuit used. In addition to separate tuning circuits, 

there are separate turns in the transmitter antennas for 

the lower, medium, and higher frequencies. 

1.1.2 Receiver system 

The receiving system consists of three mutually orthogonal 

coils. Collecting three components of the magnetic field 

allows mathematical rotation of received vectors into 

principal plane coordinates. This rotation is the subject 

of Chapter 2. Since three-dimensional data are collected, 

the receiving coils can be placed on the Earth's surface in 

an arbitrary orientation. 

Although the actual coil orientation is arbitrary, I will 

refer to the three receiver coils as the X, Y, and Z coils. 

For the LASI LF EM system, the three receiver coils are 

circular and are of different diameters (Washburne, 1989). 

This allows the coils to fit inside each other. The x axis 

coil is largest, the Y axis coil is smaller and fits inside 

the X axis coil. The Z axis coil is smaller yet and fits 

inside the Y axis coil. The calibration coil is also circular 
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and is just small enough to fit inside the Z axis coil. The 

three receiver coils are all oriented perpendicular to each 

other. See Bak, et.al. 1993. 

For the LASI MF EM system and the LASI HF EM system, the 

receiver coils are square and consist of coaxial wire threaded 

through a PVC frame. The three receiver coils are mutually 

perpendicular as with the LASI LF EM system. 

In order to provide a coil with a flat response from 1 kHz 

to 1 MHz, each of the receiver coils in the LASI MF EM system 

are actually made up of three separate windings. These three 

windings are nested in a single plane. At the highest 

frequency, only inner windings are used as an antenna. At 

medium frequencies, both inner windings and outer windings 

are combined to form the antenna. At the lowest frequencies, 

all three sets of windings are used to receive the signal. 

In this manner, the coil has a flatter frequency response 

from 1 kHz to 10 MHz. The winding sets are switched in and 

out of the circuit via computer-controlled relays (Debroux 

and Sternberg 1994a). 

The LASI HF EM system also uses antennas with multiple sets 

of windings. Like the LASI MF EM system, windings are in a 

single plane and are controlled through relays. The LASI HF 

EM system however uses four sets of windings for each axis 

of the receiver antenna. It was determined that this was 
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required to give the LASI HF EM system receiver coils a flat 

frequency response from 3 kHz to 30 MHz (Debroux and 

Sternberg, 1994b). 

For all three systems, measurements are made in the near-

field. Data collected at each receiver location are processed 

before moving to the next location so processing is in 

quasi-real time. 

1.1.3 Calibration transmitter system 

At the same time the data transmission system is sending a 

signal, the calibration system is also transmitting a signal 

into the receiving system (Sternberg and Nopper, 1990) . The 

calibration transmitter antenna is a coil located inside 

the receiving antenna. For the LASI LF EM system, (where 

the receiver coils fit inside each other) the calibration 

coil is circular and is just small enough to fit inside the 

Z axis coil (the smallest of the three receiver coils) . The 

calibration coil is oriented so that its axis is 54.7 degrees 

to all three of the receiver coil axes. 

For the LASI MF EM system and the LASI HF EM system, the 

calibration coil is significantly different than for the 

LASI LF EM system. The calibration coil consists of a 

single-turn coil. The calibration coil is not planar but 

zigzags around the receiver coils in such a way as to produce 

identical mutual coupling to each of the three receiving 
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coils. Even though the calibration coil is not planar, it 

still has an effective moment that is oriented 54.7 degrees 

from the three receiver coil axes. 

An important feature of all three systems is that the X, Y, 

and Z coils simultaneously receive two signals, the data 

signal and the calibration signal. The data signal originates 

at the transmitter coil located several meters away and is 

filtered through the Earth. The data signal contains 

information about the transmitter system. Earth, and receiver 

system. The calibration signal originates from the cali

bration transmitting coil which is nested inside the receiver 

X, Y, and Z coils. The calibration signal is not influenced 

by the Earth so it only contains information about the 

calibration transmitter system and receiver system. 

1.2 Data Processing and Overview of Topics Covered 

As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, for all three systems, the 

receiver antenna consists of three nested and perpendicular 

coils. These three coils produce three time-domain signals 

which are collected and stacked. A fast Fourier transform 

is performed upon the time-domain signals and the complex 

data and calibration amplitudes are extracted for each 

receiver coil. Only the frequency-domain values for the 

frequencies transmitted are retained. Post-field processing 

of the time-domain data was never intended to be part of 

the data processing stream so there is no need to store the 
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time-domain data. The time-domain wave forms are discarded 

after the transform to frequency domain saving the cost and 

time of storing it on computer hard-drives. 

For the LASI LF EM system, there are two calibration voltages 

which need to be interpolated and for the LASI MF EM and 

LASI HF EM systems there are four calibration voltages to 

be interpolated. The two calibration signals for the LASI 

LF EM system occur just before and after the data signal in 

time and are at the same frequency as the data signal. For 

the LASI MF and HF EM systems, all four calibration signals 

occur at the same time as the data signal but at slightly 

different frequencies, two calibration signals are slightly 

lower in frequency and two are at slightly higher frequencies. 

These two systems of calibration are referred to as STACAL 

(Swept Tracking Automatic Calibration) method (Sternberg, 

1990) and the AFCAL (Adjacent Frequency Calibration) method 

respectively. The STACAL and AFCAL methods are improvements 

over the previously developed HASCAL (High-Accuracy 

Simultaneous Calibration) method (Sternberg and Nopper, 

1986). After the complex interpolation of the calibration 

signals, there is only one calibration value for each receiver 

coil and each frequency. The data signal is normalized by 

the calibration signal which removes the receiver system 

response from the data. 

The calibration is performed continuously with all data 

received. This allows the calibration signal to be stacked 
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in the time-domain along with the data signal. Continuous 

calibration also allows rapid changes to the receiver system 

to be corrected. 

The minor axis of an ellipse is the minimiam radius of the 

ellipse and the major axis is the maximum radius of the 

ellipse. The principal coordinates of an ellipse is oriented 

such that one axis of the coordinate system is parallel to 

the major axis of the ellipse, one axis of the coordinate 

system is parallel to the minor axis, and the third axis of 

the principal coordinate system is perpendicular to the 

plane the ellipse is in. The three normalized data voltages 

are rotated to the principal coordinates using equations 

shown in Chapter 2. Once the voltages are rotated to the 

principal coordinates, computing ellipticity and tilt angle 

can be achieved. The equations to rotate the voltages to 

the principal coordinates assumes the angles between the 

receiver coils are 90 degrees. In actuality this is not true 

but only a close approximation. A method to find the error 

in the coil alignment and apply the errors to the data is 

shown in Chapter 3. 

Using the calibration signal to remove transmitter and 

receiver system response is a two-step process. The first 

calibration step is performed before calculating ellipticity 

and is simply to normalize the data signal with the cali

bration signal which was mentioned above. This removes 

receiver system response from the data signal but adds 
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calibration transmitter system response. The second step in 

calibration processing is to compute ellipticity. In com

puting ellipticity, the minor axis is divided by the major 

axis which removes data transmitter system and calibration 

transmitter system responses. See Thomas (1989) for more 

information about the calibration system for the LASI LF EM 

system. The resulting ellipticity value should contain only 

information about the Earth. 

The depth of penetration is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Chapter 4 shows a method to compute the theoretical maximum 

and minimum depths of penetration for the LASI MF and HF EM 

systems and tests the results using the LASI LF EM system. 

Chapter 5 deals with the optimum depth of penetration for 

the LASI MF and HF EM systems. 

Neural networks are to be used to perform real-time data 

interpretation in the field Poulton, 1991a; Poulton, 1991b; 

Ashley, 1994. Since it is desired for the LASI MF EM system 

and the LASI HF EM system to detect three-dimensional objects, 

it is required to have forward modeling results to train 

the neural networks. This can be achieved through scale 

modeling using the actual hardware for the systems. This is 

presented in Chapter 6. 
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2 CALCULATING ELLIPTICITY FROM THREE-DIMENSIONAL DATA 

Equations to mathematically rotate the magnetic field to 

principal coordinates in two-dimensions (radial and ver

tical) to find ellipticity and tilt angle of the polarization 

ellipse are given by Smith and Ward (1974)- Born and Wolf 

(1975) describe rotating a three-dimensional magnetic field 

to find ellipticity. The Born and Wolf (1975) equations 

however, are needlessly complex. 

In this chapter, a new set of equations are derived to 

calculate ellipticity and tilt angle from two-dimensional 

or three-dimensional data. 

2.1 Ellipticity Equations 

To begin derivation of ellipticity equations, we must first 

examine the received signal values. The received signal is 

in volts or some unit proportional to volts. We receive a 

complex voltage from each of our three receiver coils which 

are oriented perpendicular to each other. I will refer to 

directions of the moments of these three coils as the x, y, 

and z directions. These directions are not necessarily 

aligned with anything (such as South, East, and up) but can 

be arbitrarily positioned. Voltage received from these three 

coils will be denoted as Vy, and Received voltage 

can be written as the vector 

V = Vj^Vy]^Vj, 2.1 
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Where V ^ ,  V y ,  Vz i  and ̂  are all members of the complex plane. 

To determine ellipticity, rotating the input voltage vector 

to principal plane coordinates is required. The rotated 

voltage vector should have a form similar to the input vector 

and can be stated as: 

V' = V'J->-V'^]^Vlk. 2.2 

For two-dimensional rotations, Smith and Ward rotated input 

vectors by the tilt angle in two-dimensional space to 

determine the output vector. In their rotated vector, one 

axis represents the major axis and the other axis represents 

the minor axis. In three dimensions, creating the rotated 

vector from the input vector via rotation in space should 

result in one axis becoming the major axis, one axis becoming 

the minor axis, and the third axis going to zero magnitude. 

In three-dimensional space, this requires rotations around 

three axes. This is the method employed, in a 2-D iterating 

fashion, in the LASI LF EM system. 

An alternative to performing rotations in 3-D space domain 

is to perform a single rotation on a 2-D complex plane. This 

has the effect of having only one axis of rotation. This is 

the technique used in Born and Wolf (1975). From Born and 

Wolf (1975), major and minor axes are defined as: 

M a j o r  +  L  M i n o r  =  a  +  i b  =  V ^  +  V y + V ^ ,  2 . 3  

so that 
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M a  j o r  =  a  =  3 ? l / j ^ i + 3 ? l / y y  +  S l / j f c  2.4a 

M i n o r  =  b = - 3 V ' J + S V ' ^ ] - > - 3 V ' ^ l c ,  2 A b  

where 3? and 3 signify the real and imaginary components 

respectively. Note that in equation 2.4a and 2.4b the major 

and minor axis are three-dimensional vectors represented by 

real and imaginary components respectively of the rotated 

vector. Representing major and minor axes as 3-D vectors in 

space will be convenient when computing tilt angle. 

To derive the complex-plane rotation-angle used to rotate 

the input voltage vector to principal coordinates, the major 

and minor axis of the polarization ellipse (a and b) must 

be orthogonal (Born and Wolf, 1975), thus: 

To be consistent with the Born and Wolf (1975) reults, the 

rotation-angle is symbolized as 6 and should not be confused 

with electric permitivity. It is at this point the derivation 

presented here diverges from the Born and Wolf (1975) method. 

The first step in defining this rotation-angle, e, is to 

define I/' as 

a-6 = 3? 1/^31/^ +3? + 31/^ = 0. 2.5 

1/' = ( 3^ 1/^ + 3? K y ^ + 3? K^ ( 31/^ + 31/ y ^ + 31/^) 

+ i2(3? 1/^31/^ + 3? l/y31/y + 3? 1/;^3[/J . 

2.6a 

2.66 

Inserting equation 2.5 into 2.6b gives 
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Equation 2.7 implies that 

3l/' = 2(a-b) = 0. 2.8 

Since 3l/' = 0, it can be said that for the output vector to 

be rotated to principal coordinates, the following equation 

must be true: 

a r g W  =  a r g [ v ' / * V y ^ ^ V ] , ^ )  =  0 ,  2.9 

where a r g  is the argxament (phase) of the complex value. If 

e is defined as, 

e = arg(^W) = arg(Vl^Vl^\/l), 2.10 

then, we can rotate 1/ by -e degrees on the complex plane. 

Rotation can be performed through the equation; 

= 2.11a 

V 1  ̂ V  [ /  ]  *  V  i c  =  ( V l ' L  ̂  v l ]  *  v l k ) e ' ' ^  2.1 16 

which implies: 

= 2.12a 

l// = l/ye"'''^ 2.12b 

l/,' = I/,e""'^ 2.12c 

After rotation, ellipticity can easily be computed from: 
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2.13 

From equation 2.13, it is obvious that this ellipticity will 

always be positive. Smith and Ward have defined negative 

ellipticity such that the sign of ellipticity refers to 

direction of rotation of the magnetic field vector. 

If receiver coil orientation is known, and that orientation 

is such that is vertical, then it is possible to define 

the sign of the ellipticity. Basically, if the radial 

component has a larger phase than the vertical component, 

ellipticity can be considered negative. In three dimensions, 

we have two horizontal components V^ and, Vy instead of just 

one. These two horizontal components can be combined into 

one component with the equation: 

Where 0 = tan ((K^->^t)/CArr -/Vj)), and Xr, Yr are the receiver 

coordinates and X t ,  Y ,  are the transmitter coordinates. If 

ar g {V ^) > ar g then ellipticity is negative. Since our 

receiver coils are placed in semi-random orientations, using 

equation 2.14 to combine Vand Vy into V^ cannot be used. 

Placing the receiver coils in an arbitrary orientation means 

ellipse orientation is unknown and since the ellipse sign 

is based on orientation, the sign cannot be found. Thus the 

LAS I LF, MF, and HF systems can only produce positive 

l/, = l/^cos(e) + KySin(0). 2.14 
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ellipticity. In the case of forward 1-D computer modeling 

which allows the ellipticity to be defined in terms of radial 

and vertical components, the sign is producible using 

equation 2.14. 

Ellipticity from equations 2-10, 2-12, and 2-13 have been 

used and tested extensively and are identical to ellipticity 

produced by equations in Born and Wolf (1975) and rotating 

the field in the three-dimensional space domain via a series 

of two-dimensional space domain rotations. 

2.2 Tilt Angle Equations 

Also of interest is tilt angle which is the angle that the 

major axis a, makes with the horizontal. Using equations 

from Born and Wolf (1975) , it is not apparent how to compute 

tilt angle for the three-dimensional case. Using equations 

derived above, tilt angle derivation is simple. 

To determine tilt angle a, we can start with the dot product: 

\U -V \ = \U \ \V \ COS0, where 0 is the angle between two vectors 

U and V. The equation can be rewritten as 

If we let U  be unit vector in the vertical direction and V  

be the major axis then: 

2.15 
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U  =  0 L * 0 ] * l f c ,  2.16 

V  =  +  2.17 

ii7l=l, 2.18 

|̂ '|=̂ /3?l/;̂  + 3?̂ 'ŷ  + 3?I/;̂  2.19 

Plugging equations 2.16, 2 . 1 . 1 ,  2.18, and 2.19 into 2.15 

produces 

351^; 
e, = cos'' , , ' 1. 2.20 

which is the angle between the major axis and vertical. Tilt 

angle is simply the complement of or 

a = n/2-e_ 2.21 

2.3 Conclusions 

Given the complex received voltage vector: 

V  =  V  ^ k ,  2.1 

we can do the following rotation: 

= 2.12 

where e = argCl/̂  + 1/̂ +l/̂ ). 3.10 

Ellipticity can then be computed from: 

IsF^ 1 e=' 2.13 
13?l/'| 
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If the z axis is vertical, tilt angle which is the angle 

that the major axis (a) makes with horizontal can be defined 

from 

a = it/2-0.. 2.21 

where 

e.^cos-'f I .A 2.20 

2.4 Comparison of 2-D and 3-D Ellipticity Equations 

The equations given in the previous section are dramatically 

different from the equations from Smith and Ward (1974) . In 

this section a link between equations in Smith and Ward 

(1974) and equation 2.13 is given. The y axis voltage is 

assumed to be zero and is removed from the equations. 

Starting with equation 2.5 which is fundamental to the 

complex plane rotation equations: 

a-b = ^V],SV'^^%V'^^V'^ = 0, 2.5 

squaring and expanding 2.5 gives 

A d d i n g  + t o  e a c h  s i d e  o f  e q u a t i o n  2 . 2 1  

then factoring each side produces 
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•  2  ' 2 2  
Dividing both sides by (3?!/^, +3?l/2 ) then taking the square 

root of both sides gives: 

V^iTpTilTp' 

From equations 2.4 and 2.13 (with the y axis voltage equal 

to zero) we know that 

r 
Q = ^  ^ .  2.24 

2 

Thus, from 2.23 and 2.24, 

—ri —^=e. 2.25 

By multiplying equation 2.25 by \/(- 1) and adding a convenient 

real component to it, produces the equation 

3 
f  3 ? l / ; , 3 l / > 3 ? l / , 3 l / :  3 ? K ; . 3 1 / ; , - 3 ? I / ^ 3 K ; A  

i- = e. 2.26 

Factoring the numerator and expanding the denominator of 

the complex value gives: 

S \  ^ ^ ^  = e  2 . 2 7  

which by cancelation can be reduced to 
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3  ^ ^  = e .  2 . 2 8  
I Ki/- +£3?I/, y 

Smith and Ward (1974) compute ellipticity using 

M a  j o r  A x i s  =  h i  =  l/jCos(a) -  sin (a) 2 . 2 9  a  

M i n o r  A x i s  = /i2 = l / ,sin(a) + l/j^cos(a) ,  2 . 2 9  b  

where a is tilt angle of the polarization ellipse and is 

also the angle of rotation in space domain. Resulting ellipse 

axes I and h.2 are rotated to principal coordinates and are 

complex. Ellipticity is then computed as 

'•in]- 2.30 

Equating equations 2.28 and 2.30 gives 

h 2  2 3 1  
h i '  

From 2.31 the following four equations can be inferred: 

2.32a 

2.326 

^h2 = SiV'^ 2.32c 

3/i2 = 3l/l .  2.32d 



since using equation 2.30 preserves sign of ellipticity, 

using equation 2.28 would also preserve ellipticity sign. 

This allows an alternative method to determine ellipticity 

sign for a two-dimensional case. 

2.5 Comparison of 2-D and 3-D Ellipticity 

This section presents a simple result in comparing two-

dimensional and three-dimensional ellipticity. For the 

comparison one-dimensional forward modeling is used with a 

horizontal dipole transmitter located on the surface of a 

100 ohm-m earth. For the simulation, the transmitter emits 

a IkHz magnetic field and the magnetic field ellipticity is 

calculated at several receiver locations. The receiver 

locations encircle the transmitter and are located at the 

same elevation as the transmitter and 10m from the trans

mitter. 
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ELLIPTICITY AROUND A HMD TRANSMITTER 
ZERO DECREES IS ON POSITIVE X AXIS 
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Figure 2-1: Comparison of two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional ellipticity. Transmitter is a 
horizontal dipole pointing along the X axis. The 
frequency is IkHz and the earth was a lOOohm-m 

half-space. 

Figure 2-1 interestingly enough, shows a constant two-

dimensional ellipticity. The three-dimensional ellipticity 

matches the two-dimensional ellipticity on the x-axis (0 

and 180 degrees) as expected. Along the y-axis (90 and 270 

degrees), the field is completely in the x-direction so 

ellipticity goes to zero as shown in the three-dimensional 

curve. As the coils approach the y-axis, the vertical and 

radial field drop off at the same rate producing a constant 

ellipticity. The two dimensional curve appears to be con

tinuous through the 90 and 270 degree positions (which are 



on the y axis) but in actuality, data was not computed right 

on the y-axis because a computer numerical error results as 

both the major and minor axes tend to zero. 
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3 FINDING THE EFFECTIVE ANGLE BETWEEN RECEIVER COILS 

The calculations, described in the previous chapter, to find 

ellipticity of the magnetic field from received voltages, 

require that the voltages are received from three mutually 

orthogonal antennas. In the actual receiver antennas, there 

is some error in alignment between coils so that they are 

not quite perpendicular. The effects of misalignment can be 

removed mathematically (Bak 1991, Bak et al., 1993) before 

calculation of the major and minor axis but actual angles 

between the three receiver coils must be determined first. 

Another set of imperfect angles are the angles between 

calibration coil moment and moment from the three receiver 

coils. Ideally, these three angles are all 54.7 degrees, in 

actuality, the angles may be different enough from the ideal 

to effect the received calibration voltages by measurable 

amounts. To correct for the inconsistent angle between the 

calibration coil and the receiver coils, a calibration 

coupling coefficient is used. The coupling coefficient is 

a constant that is multiplied to the complex calibration 

signal to correct it for coil misalignment. This coefficient 

is used instead of the actual angle error because the 

equations to describe the calibration signal level as a 

function of coil angle is unknown. Small errors in coil 

angles produce only magnitude errors, not phase errors, so 

the coupling coefficients do not need to be complex values 

but can be real values only. 
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Due to the way the calibration signal is employed in computing 

ellipticity, only the relative values of the calibration 

signal between the three receiver coils is important. Because 

of this, only two of the three calibration coupling coef

ficients are mutually independent, the third is dependent 

on the other two. To keep the calibration coupling 

coefficients from becoming arbitrarily large or small, one 

coupling coefficient (the Z coefficient) to set to 1.0. This 

implies that the angle between the calibration coil and the 

Z coil is ideal and is used as a reference. This forces the 

X and Y coefficients to be independent and unscalable. For 

instance, hypothetical coupling coefficients of 0.1, 0.2, 

and 0.3 (X, Y, and Z respectively) have the same effect on 

ellipticity values as coefficients of 10, 20, and 30. If 

however the Z coefficient is fixed at 1.0, the X and Y 

coefficients must be 0.33 and 0.66 respectively to produce 

correct ellipticity values. 

For the LASI LF EM system there is only one set of windings 

for each axis of the receiver coils. This means that only 

five factors have to be determined, three angles between 

three receiver axes and the two coupling coefficients between 

calibration coil axis and receiver coil axes. It is assumed 

that correction factors do not change as a function of 

frequency. For the LASI MF EM system and the LASI HF EM 

system, it will be assumed that correction factors will 

change as a function of frequency. There are two reasons 
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for this assumption, first, there are different windings in 

the receiver coils for different frequencies, and secondly, 

at the higher frequencies of the LASI MF EM system and the 

LAS I HF EM system there may be interference from electronics 

hardware attached to the receiver coils causing the cali

bration signal to be distorted. Thus for the LASI MF EM 

system and the LASI HF EM system, which have eleven 

frequencies each, 3 3 angles and 22 calibration coupling 

coefficients are required. 

This chapter describes how these five values are found and 

what their values are. 

3.1 Finding Correction Factors 

The method for finding the correct angles is fairly straight 

forward and is described in Bak (1991) . First the system is 

set up to collect data in a normal geometrical configuration. 

One set of frequency-domain data is then collected from the 

system with the receiver coils placed on the ground in their 

normal position. The receiver coils are then rotated to a 

different orientation but retaining the same location on 

the Earth's surface. After a second set of data is collected 

with the new orientation, the receiver coils are again 

rotated and another set of data is collected. This procedure 

is repeated until the niamber of data sets collected from 

different receiver coil orientations is at least as large 

as the number of unknown angles. Under ideal conditions and 
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if the three receiver coils are exactly orthogonal to each 

other, the resulting ellipticities from various receiver 

coil orientations should be identical so that the standard 

deviation is zero. The actual angles between the three 

receiver coils can be determined by inverting received data 

so that ellipticity standard deviation is minimized. 

3.2 Angles for the LASI LF EM system 

The San Xavier geophysical test site which is run by the 

University of Arizona was the location where the LASI LF EM 

system was tested to determine the five unknown angles. The 

receiver was located 20 meters from a long-wire source. On 

September 7, 1991, forty eight soundings were taken at that 

location with the receiver in a different orientation for 

each sounding. The error in the ellipticity without cor

rection applied is shown in Figure 3-1. The tear in the 

curve between orientation number 8 and 9 in Figure 3-1 is 

where the coil orientation was changed by placing the receiver 

coil assembly on its side to obtain more coil orientations. 

The coils were placed on a different side after station 16 

but coincidently, a noticeable tear did not form. 

Each of the three receiver coils and the calibration coil 

for the LASI LF EM system consists of independent fiberglass 

frames. The frames were wound before bolting together to 

form the final receiver coil assembly. Because the coils 

were constructed in this manner, the coils could be bolted 
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together to minimize the coupling between the receiver coils 

and equalize the coupling between the three receiver coils 

and the calibration coil. This was done by applying a current 

to one coil and measuring the voltage on the other three 

coils while adjusting the coil positions appropriately. This 

is the probable reason the angle errors are so close to zero 

degrees and the calibration couplings are so close to one 

as shown in Table 3-1 for the LASI LF EM system. 

Figure 3-2 shows the error in the ellipticity after the 

correction factors have been applied. The percent error for 

the four frequencies shown drops to well below one percent. 

The dramatic decrease in error indicates that the five 

correction factors account for all significant error in the 

coil geometry. 
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Figure 3-1: LASI LF EM system ellipticity values 
for 48 orientations of the receiver coil. No cor
rection for coil misalignment was used. Data were 

collected 9-7-91, 20m from a long-wire source. 
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alpha beta gamma ccx ccy 

0.0293 0.2952 0.3588 1.0051 0.9802 

Table 3-1: Correction angles for the LASI LF EM 
system. Data were collected 9-7-91, 20m from a 

long-wire source. 
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Figure 3-2: LASI LF EM system ellipticity values 
for 48 orientations of the receiver coil. Correc
tion for coil misalignment was used. Data were 
collected 9-7-91, 20m from a long-wire source. 

3.3 Angles for the LASI MF EM system 

At the University of Arizona's Avra Valley geophysical test 

site west of Tucson Arizona the LASI MF EM system was tested. 

A borehole in cell D5 was used as a control (Sternberg, et 

al., 1993). Forty-eight soundings were taken on September 

8, 1994 near the borehole. For the soundings the transmitter 

was kept stationary 16 meters East of the borehole. The 

receiver was kept 16 meters west of the borehole but was 

oriented differently for each sounding. 
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All eleven frequencies were collected but the two highest 

frequencies and the lowest frequency were discarded due to 

high noise levels. The computed ellipticities with no 

correction for angle errors is shown in figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-3: LASI MF EM system ellipticity values 
for 48 orientations of the receiver coil. No cor
rection for coil misalignment was used. Data were 

collected 9-8-94, with a 32m spacing. 

There are three computer programs that are used to invert 

the raw coil voltages to find the unknown coil angle errors 

and the unknown coil calibration coefficients. The LASI LF 

EM system used the program ADDA to invert the data (Thomas, 

1989) . For the LASI MF and HF EM systems. Appendix B contains 

the source code for the program ROT which performs the 

inversion. The program ROTPREP (Appendix A) is used to 

reformat the raw data from the EMSYS program to ready it 

for ROT. ADDA and ROT use a simple search in solution space 

ELLIPTICITY VS POSITION FOR 32M SEP. 
NO ANCLE CORRECTION 

I t 
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to find a minimum error. Both programs have been run numerous 

times and although slow, they appear robust and are not 

sensitive to starting guesses. 

The data were then inverted for the three unknown angle 

errors between the receiver coils and the two unknown 

calibration coil coupling coefficients. The resultant values 

are displayed in Table 3-1. The ellipticity values computed 

incorporating these values are shown in Figure 3-2. 

Frequency alpha beta gamma CCX ccy 

249 kHz -.488 1.866 4.048 .973 .970 
125 kHz -2.330 1.574 2.068 1.001 .941 
62 kHz -1,885 .027 .645 1.116 .952 
31 kHz .078 -.441 -.841 1.133 .944 
16 kHz -.139 -.098 -.076 1.152 . 950 
7.8 kHz -.059 .076 .439 1.166 .956 
3.9 kHz .011 .441 .629 1.163 .961 
1.9 kHz .101 -.673 -.612 1.118 .941 

Table 3-2: Correction angles for the LASI MF EM 
system. 

For the LASI MF EM system, the receiver coil frame consists 

of a PVC pipe frame in which all three receiver coils and 

the calibration coil are constructed. The frame assembly 

was created, then the wire for all three coils was threaded 

through the pipes composing the coil frame. In this manner, 

it was not possible to fine-tune the coil orientations during 

construction. 
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Frequency No angle 
correction 

With angle 
correction 

250 kHz 3 .48 1.90 
125 kHz 6.29 4.79 
62 kHz 8.75 0.66 
32 kHz 8.28 0.67 
16 kHz 6.57 1.16 
8 kHz 5.63 1.98 
4 kHz 5.00 2.41 
2 kHz 5.81 4.50 

Table 3-3: Standard error times 100 with and 
without coil angle corrections for the LAST MF EM 

system. 

ELLIPTICITY VS POSITION FOR 32M SEP. 
WITH ANCLE CORRECTION 
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Figure 3-4; LASI MF EM system ellipticity values 
for 48 orientations of the receiver coil. Correc
tion for coil misalignment was used. Data were 

collected 9-8-94, with a 32m spacing. 

Geonics EM-39 induction log data from the borehole near the 

location where the rotation took place showed a top layer 

15m thick with a resistivity of 56 ohm-m. The second layer 

was 10 meters thick and had a resistivity of 50 ohm-m 

(Sternberg, et al., 1993). Figure 3-5 shows the maximum and 
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minimum ellipticity for each frequency along with the 

computed ellipticity calculated from well log data. No angle 

correction was used for these ellipticity values. Note that 

the average ellipticity and the calculated ellipticity are 

nearly identical. 

Figure 3-6 is identical to Figure 3-5 except the coil angle 

correction values are incorporated. As expected, the maximum 

and minimum values are closer to the average value. Note 

that Figures 3-4 and 3-6 show that the 125kHz data did not 

smooth out as well as the other frequencies. Possible causes 

of this oscillation in ellipticity with respect to coil 

orientation include cross-talk in the instrumentation and 

interference from the electronics boxes mounted on the 

receiver coils. 

Since the average ellipticity values and the calculated 

values in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 are quite close, the improvement 

in the average ellipticity value cannot be accurately seen. 

Figure 3-7 shows the difference between the average values 

and the calculated ellipticity values. No significant 

improvement of the average ellipticity values can be dis

cerned. This means that as the receiver coil was re-oriented 

for each sounding, some of the resulting ellipticity values 

were too high and some were too low but the average ellipticity 

value was correct. 
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of the LASI MF EM system 
ellipticity values and the calculated ellipticity 
from well log data. No correction for coil mis

alignment was used. 
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of the LASI MF EM system 
ellipticity values and the calculated ellipticity 
from well log data. Correction for coil misalign

ment was used. 
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Figure 3-7: Difference between the average of the 
LASI MF EM system ellipticity values and the cal

culated ellipticity from well log data. 

3.4 Angles for the LASI HF EM system 

Three rotation tests were performed to obtain the angles 

for the LASI HF EM system. The first rotation test occurred 

in July 1995 three months before the second and third tests 

which were performed in October 1995. The first test was 

performed at the same location as the rotation test for the 

LASI MF EM system in Section 3.3. The second and third tests 

were to see if the correction factors had changed in the 

three months since the first test. Two rotation tests were 

performed in October of 1995, instead of just one, so the 

effectiveness of the correction factors could be easily seen 

by using the correction factors derived from one rotation 

data set in the other data set. The October 1995 surveys 

took place at the University of Arizona's Avra Valley 

geophysical test site near the buried pipe. One survey was 
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performed four meters west of the pipe and the second survey 

was performed 18 meters west of the pipe. In both surveys, 

the transmitter and receiver were at equal distance from 

the pipe and a transmitter-receiver separation of eight 

meters was used. 

Forty eight receiver orientations were examined for each 

test. All eleven frequencies were collected. The computed 

ellipticities with no correction for angle errors is shown 

in Figure 3-8a, 3-8b, and 3-8c. 
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Figure 3-8a: Test performed 7-13-95 of LASI HF EM 
system ellipticity values for 48 orientations of 

the receiver coil. Coil spacing was 8m. No correc
tion for coil misalignment was used. 
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Figure 3-Bb: Test performed 10-3-95 of LAS! HF EM 
system ellipticity values for 48 orientations of 

the receiver coil. Coil spacing was Bm. No correc
tion for coil misalignment was used. 
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Figure 3-Bc: Test performed 10-5-95 of LAS! HF EM 
system ellipticity values for 48 orientations of 

the receiver coil. Coil spacing was Bm. No correc
tion for coil misalignment was used. 
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Table 3-4 shows the normalized standard deviation (standard 

error) times 100 for each of the three data sets before any 

correction took place. Notice that the two highest fre

quencies and the lowest frequency are very noisy. 

FREQ. 7-13 10-3 10-5 

32 MHz 47.6 50.5 58.3 

16 MHz 44.1 47.4 32.4 

8 MHz 10.9 55.1 39.8 

4 MHz 9.78 5.41 10.6 

2 MHz 12.0 12.6 12.6 

1 MHz 6.54 6.41 8.49 

500 kHz 6.05 5.99 5.19 

250 kHz 8.69 7.30 4.97 

125 kHz 14.7 11.4 9.00 

64 kHz 14.1 18.0 14.7 

32 kHz 33.2 32.5 27.8 

Table 3-4: Standard error times 100 without coil 
angle corrections for the LASI HF EM system. 

The three data sets were inverted for the three unknown 

angle errors between the receiver coils and the two unknown 

calibration coil coupling coefficients. The resultant values 

are displayed in Table 3-5 below. 

Inverting the three data sets for the five correction values 

(three unknown angle errors between the receiver coils and 

the two unknown calibration coil coupling coefficients) 

reduced the standard deviation to the values found in Table 

3-5. As a check of repeatability of the derived correction 

values, the values found for each data set were applied to 
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the other two data sets. The standard deviation for these 

other data sets are also in the Table 3-5. As expected, the 

data set that actually produced the correction values obtain 

lower standard deviation than the other two data sets using 

the correction values. 

7-13-95 ANGLES 10-3-95 ANGLES 10-5--95 ANGLES 

FREQ 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 

32 MHz 35.6 34.8 43.4 47.4 17.7 30.3 49.4 46.5 27.9 

16 MHz 37.2 50.0 31.4 57.5 27.3 37.6 41.1 40.0 22.9 

8 MHz 5.99 55.3 39.6 42.2 43.9 55.1 15.3 51.5 38.5 

4 MHz 3 .13 7.23 4.04 9.72 4.19 10.4 3.37 6.50 3 .93 

2 MHz 7.47 7.32 5.34 9.71 4.02 5.76 8.25 5.42 4.22 

1 MHz 3.73 3.73 4.90 3.92 3.51 5.04 4.66 4.92 4.24 

500 kHz 4.28 4.35 5.24 4.46 4.19 4.50 6.07 5.41 2.04 

250 kHz 6.95 4.76 4.17 7.37 4.10 3.78 7.30 4.67 2.94 

125 kHz 13.8 9.98 9.17 14.2 9.49 9.22 14.6 10.4 7.95 

64 kHz 12.4 16.5 15.4 13.3 16.1 16.5 13.6 17.4 14.2 

32 kHz 29.5 31.4 28.4 31.8 28.3 29.0 30.6 29.4 26.0 

Table 3-5: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle corrections but no cross-talk corrections 

for the LASI HF EM system. 

In general, it appears that the correction factors from the 

7-13-95 data set worked well on the 10-95 data sets indicating 

the receiver hardware is stable. The 8MHz did stop functioning 

and this was determined to be a burned out capacitor which 

was later corrected. The two highest frequencies and the 

lowest frequency still show large errors. In general, the 
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standard errors for all the other frequencies are not as 

low as desired. Standard errors below 1.0 are the current 

goal of the system. 

It has been noticed in the system that there seems to be a 

slight amount of cross-talk between the three channels in 

the receiver system. Cross-talk in the electronics and 

cabling has been ruled out but there could still be cross-talk 

in the antenna itself. There are three possibilities for 

the source of interference between the three antennas. First, 

there is a large amount of copper shielding around the 

pre-amplifiers mounted on the coils. Second, the windings 

themselves are composed of coaxial wire which contains large 

amounts of copper shielding. It is theorized that some 

currents are being induced in the copper shielding and 

re-radiating a magnetic field into all three coils in the 

antenna. Thirdly, the calibration coil which is nested in 

the center of the antenna could also be re-radiating. To 

see if the copper shielding around the pre-amplifiers was 

having effects, it was temporarily removed and measurements 

were taken with the antenna. It was found that the absence 

of the pre-amplifier shielding had little effect on the 

signal received. Placing a "dvimmy calibration coil in the 

center of the antenna also had little effect on the received 

voltages. This leaves the possibility that the shielding in 

the coaxial wire could be having an effect. If currents are 

being induced in the shielding of the antenna wire, the 
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currents would be proportional to the flux through the 

antennas and thus proportional to the signal voltage the 

antenna is designed to receive. It is possible that the 

voltage is leaking to the other coils due to the close 

proximity of the turns where the different coils intersect. 

If there is cross talk between the three receiver coils, it 

could be easily modeled using the following equations: 

X -  =  X - Y - T y x - Z  - T z x  3.1a 

y' = Y-X-TxY-Z-TzY 3.16 

Z' = Z-X-Txz-y-Tyz 3.1c 

Where X ,  Y ,  and Z are the received complex voltages and X ' ,  

Y', and Z' are the cleaned voltages after the cross talk has 

been removed. 

The cross talk coefficients which have the form T,, where i  

represents the "from" channel and j  represents the "to" 

channel. Thus Txy would be the cross-talk from X channel to 

the Y channel. 

There are six cross-talk coefficients but they are different 

for each frequency. This means there are 66 coefficients 

total. In addition, the cross talk can be complex leading 

to 132 values. It has been found through experimentation 

that the real component of the cross talk is negligible so 

the cross-talk coefficients need only to be imaginary. 
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If it is assumed that the cross talk from X channel to Y 

channel is the same as from Y channel to X channel, and 

likewise between Y and Z channels and X and Z channels, the 

number of coefficients reduces from 66 to 33 values (three 

per frequency). This is convenient since the rotation data 

would be hard pressed to find three angles, two calibration 

coupling coefficients and six cross-talk coefficients 

(eleven unknowns total) per frequency. Three angles, two 

calibration coupling coefficients and three cross-talk 

coefficients (eight unknowns total) seems within reach of 

the data. Using the abbreviated cross-talk coefficients 

equations 3.1a, 3.1b, and 3.1c reduce to: 

X '  =  X - y - T x Y - Z - T x z  3 . 2 a  

y  =  Y -  X - T  x y - Z - T y z  3.2b 

Z '  ̂ Z - X - T  x z - Y - T y z  3.2C 

The following table shows the standard error using three 

cross-talk coefficients for each frequency. 
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7-13-95 ANGLES 10-3-95 ANGLES 10-5-95 ANGLES 

FREQ 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 

32 MHz 25.2 49.3 50.8 42.6 18.2 35.4 48.3 40.8 20.5 

16 MHz 32.2 35.8 26.8 55.7 20.6 40.8 40.0 36.4 22.2 

8 MHz 4.31 55.2 38.8 55.1 28.7 67.1 80.3 70.0 30.6 

4 MHz 1.18 7.72 8.65 10.3 3.78 10.4 6.39 7.08 1.48 

2 MHz 5.41 8.24 9.57 12.1 3.29 5.80 12.1 4.63 2.26 

1 MHz 0.99 7.07 6.93 5.12 1.46 

00 
$ 

H
 4.86 2.23 1. 03 

500 kHz 1. 08 19.4 15.0 7.61 0.94 4.56 6.14 3.96 0. 38 

250 kHz 1.54 7.10 6.70 5.30 0.79 0.87 5.53 1.23 0.32 

125 kHz 1. 97 16.3 12.1 14.4 1.50 3.18 14.5 2.66 2.33 

64 kHz 5.82 27 .4 25.2 20.8 2.47 3.86 20.6 5.98 0.59 

32 kHz 16.9 43.9 36.5 39.6 9.70 10.3 39.8 12.1 6.72 

Table 3-6: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle corrections and cross-talk corrections for 

the LASI HF EM system. The same cross-talk 
coefficients are used for the calibration and the 

data signals. 

Notice that in Table 3-6, all the error values for each data 

set decreased from Table 3-5 if the factors computed from 

that data set were used. This was expected since more terms 

naturally lead to better fit of the data. However, in many 

cases, the errors increased in data sets where factors from 

other data sets were applied. This indicates that the factors 

were fitting noise unique to the data set being investigated. 

These "noise-fitted" factors then are not valid in the other 

data sets. 

If separate coefficients are required for the calibration 

and data signals, there are 66 coefficients to compute. The 

equations become: 
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Xd' = Xd-YcL-TdxY-Zcl-TcLxz 3.3a 

Y d '  =  Y d - X d - T d x Y - Z d - T d y z  3.36 

Z d '  ̂  Z d - X d - T d x z - y d - T d y z  3.3c 

X c ' =  X c - Y c - T C x y - Z c - T c x z  3 . 3 d  

Y c ' =  Y c - X c - T c x y - Z c - T c y z  3.3e 

Z c '  =  Z c - X c - T c x z ~ y c - T c y z  3.3/ 

If we apply the calibration coupling coefficients to 

equations 3-3d to 3-3f, we have: 

X c '  =  Q X c - Y c -  T c x y ~  Z c -  T c g z ^  '  C C ^  3.4a 

Y c '  =  { Y c - X c  • T c x y - Z c  •  T c y z )  •  C C ^  3.46 

Z c '  =  ( ^ Z c -  X c  -  T c x z ~ y c  -  T C y z )  •  C C 2  3.4c 

Since the calibration signals are not dependent upon coil 

orientation, the relative signals of the x, y, and z signals 

a r e  a  c o n s t a n t  a n d  a r e  d e s c r i b e d  b y :  X c * C C ^  =  Y c * C C y  =  Z c * C C  

where CC^ is defined as being unity. Applying these equations 

to equations 3-4a to 3-4c gives: 

.Vc' = { X c - X c / C C y  •  Tc x y  -  X c / C C ^  •  T c x z ) '  C C ^  3.5a 

Y c '  =  < i Y c - Y c / C C ^ - T C x Y - Y c / C C ^ - T c Y z ) -  C C ^  3.56 

Z c '  =  { Z c -  Z c / C C  ̂ - T c  x z ~  Z c / C C  y -  T c y z ) '  C C  ̂  3.5 c 

Which reduces to; 
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Xc' = XciCC^-CC^/CCy-TCxy-CC^/CC^-TCxz) 3.6a 

Y c '  =  K c ( C C y - C C y / C C ^ •  T C x y - C C y / C C ^  •  T C y ^ )  3 . 6 b  

Z c '  =  Z c Q C C ^ - C C ^ / C C ^ - T C x z - C C ^ / C C y ' T c y z )  3.6c 

Since the coupling coefficients are real the application of 

the imaginary cross-talk coefficients has the same effect 

as making the calibration coupling coefficients complex. 

The number of coefficients does not vary whether real coupling 

coefficients and imaginary cross-talk coefficients are used 

or complex coupling coefficients. Separating out the 

cross-talk coefficients from the calibration coupling is 

preferred since this more closely resembles the actual 

processes believed to be happening in the receiver hardware. 

Using the separate cross-talk coefficients for data and 

calibration signals, the standard deviations become: 
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7-13-95 FACTORS 10-3-95 FACTORS 10-5-95 FACTORS 

FREQ. 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 7-13 10-3 10-5 

32 MHz 19.4 47.4 55.6 48.8 28.1 26.4 55.5 35.1 16.0 

16 MHz 29.3 41.0 29.8 46.4 26.1 28.6 47.8 39.8 21.7 

8 MHz 3.01 57.8 40.1 37.6 35.6 45.1 54.8 48.2 21.9 

4 MHz 0.91 8.34 9.62 10.8 

C
O

 in • 5.68 7.26 7.33 1.39 

2 MHz 2.83 12.1 11.2 12.1 3.59 3.76 12.2 4.72 2.20 

1 MHz 0.91 5.72 6.17 4.94 1.62 1.21 4.94 2.24 0.94 

500 kHz 0.54 9.45 6.44 6.38 1.97 1.65 6.07 3.97 0.31 

250 kHz 0.59 5.61 5.23 6.52 0.60 0.46 7.98 0.97 0.18 

125 kHz 0 . 2 6  15.2 11.1 16.7 3 . 06 2.53 18.8 6.06 1.71 

64 kHz 1.87 26.9 25.3 20.5 3 . 19 2.17 19.9 5.37 0.53 

32 kHz 9.59 40.8 41.4 39.6 6.77 5.23 39.5 9.40 3.61 

Table 3-7: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle corrections and cross-talk corrections for 

the LASI HF EM system. Different cross-talk 
coefficients are used for the calibration and the 

data signals. 

Table 3-7 shows lower standard error values then table 3-6 

for data sets using their own correction factors as expected. 

For the three data sets employing factors derived from the 

7-13-95 data, it can be seen that the 7-13-95 factors do 

not apply well to the 10-3-95 or the 10-5-95 data sets. 

Also, the 10-3-95 and 10-5-95 factors apply to each other 

well but not to the 7-13-95 data set. This suggests that 

the geometric angles or the cross-talk in the antenna changed 

in the 3 months between the 7-13-95 and the 10-3-95 data 

set. This is contrary to the results from Table 3-5 which 

indicates that either: 1) the coil angles did not change 

but the cross talk did, or 2) the coil angles and/or the 
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cross talk changed but it was only a slight change that was 

not noticeable till most of the error was removed. No internal 

changes were made to the system during this time period but 

several field trips were performed. It is possible that 

normal usage can modify the system. It is suggested that 

additional rotation experiments be performed in the future 

to check for coefficient drift. 

It has been found that data which produces large ellipticity 

values performs better in the inversions then data which 

produces smaller ellipticity values. The largest ellipticity 

values are produced when the coil spacing normalized by the 

skin depth (called the induction number) is approximately 

unity. The skin depth is small for high frequencies and 

large for low frequencies thus, for higher frequencies, 

shorter spacings produce higher ellipticity values. All the 

data in this section to this point were taken with a coil 

separation of 8m. It was decided to repeat the rotation 

experiments for frequencies 32MHz to IMHz with data taken 

at 2m separation. Reducing the coil spacing should increase 

the ellipticity values for these higher frequencies resulting 

in more robust inversion results. Two surveys were performed 

on 11-18-95 called "SI" and "S2". 

Tables 3-8 and 3-9 show the standard error times 100 before 

and after corrections respectively. Figures 3-9a and 3-9b 
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show the uncorrected ellipticities and Figures 3-lOa and 

3-10b show the corrected for both the "SI" and "S2" surveys. 

Only 8MHz and 16MHz showed improvement over previous surveys. 

FREQ. "SI" ••S2" 

32 MHz 52.8 59.5 

16 MHz 17.9 17.1 

8 MHz 9.84 7.14 

4 MHz 6.15 23.5 

2 MHz 9.98 8.79 

1 MHz 37.0 24.6 

Table 3-8: Standard error times 100 without coil 
angle or cross-talk corrections for the LASI HF EM 

system. Data was taken 11-18-95 at 2m spacing. 

SI ANGLES S2 ANGLES 

FREQ SI S2 SI S2 

32 MHz 19.2 30.7 1 49.5 22.2 

16 MHz 3 .65 7.35 7.38 2.03 

8 MHz 1.35 3.64 4.38 0.667 

4 MHz 2.04 26.8 18.8 11.6 

2 MHz 2.43 3.91 3 .90 2.66 

1 MHz 6.10 15.5 17.3 3.81 

Table 3-9: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle and cross-talk corrections for the LASI HF 

EM system. Data were taken 11-18-95 at 2m spacing. 



PRE ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENT A TION 
SI DATA COLLECTED 11 -1 8 - 95 

0 10 20 30 40 

COIL ORIENTATION 

0 32MHz + 16MHz O 8MHz 6 4MHz X 2MHz '<;/ 1MHz 

Figure 3-9a: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"Sl" taken at 2m using no correction factors on 

11-18-95. Only 32MHz to 1MHz were collected. 
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PRE ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENT A TION 
S2 DAT A COLLECTED 11 - 18-95 
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COi L ORIENT A TION 
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Figure 3-9b: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"S2" taken at 2m using no correction factors on 

11-18-95. Only 32MHz to lkHz were collected. 
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ELLIPTICITY \^S COIL ORIENTATION 
81 DATA WITH S2 FACTORS 

I c—; 

0.01 1 ' ! J « 1 ' ' 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

COIL ORIENTATION 

• 32MHz *• 16MHz O 8MHz ^ 4MHz X 2MHz 7 IMHz 

Figure 3-lOa: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"SI" using correction factors found from new sur
vey "S2". All data were taken at 2m on 11-18-95. 

ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
S2 DATA WITH SI FACTORS 

iX' ex j 0 •» (x K>ooo 

0 10 20 30 40 so 

COIL ORIENTATION 

O 32MHz * i6MHz O SMHz ^ 4MHz X 2MHz 7 IMHz 

Figure 3-lOb: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"S2" using correction factors found from new sur
vey "SI". All data were taken at 2m on 11-18-95. 

Using the standard deviations as a guide. Table 3-10 shows 

which data set was used for determining the correction 

factors for each freguency. 



Freq. Data Set 

32 MHz 10-05-95 
16 MHz 11-18-95 S2 
8 MHz 11-18-95 S2 
4 MHz 7-13-95 
2 MHz 10-05-95 
1 MHz 7-13-95 

500 kHz 10-05-95 
250 kHz 10-05-95 
125 kHz 7-13-95 
64 kHz 10-05-95 
32 kHz 10-05-95 

Table 3-10: Data sets from which final angles for 
the LASI HF EM system were derived. 

Frequency alpha beta gamma ccx ccy 

3 2 MHz .133 1 •
 

V
D

 

V
O

 

-30.6 .745 .971 
16 MHz 13.4 9.64 9.54 .962 .871 
8 MHz 1.83 2.83 -1.49 1.18 1.20 
4 MHz -.211 1.26 -.389 1.14 1.23 
2 MHz .519 -.258 -3.91 1.13 1.19 
1 MHz 4.36 2.00 3.33 1.11 1.15 
500 kHz 1.02 -.252 .210 1.11 1.15 
250 kHz 3.56 1.49 1.78 1.09 1.14 
125 kHz 1.30 .068 .264 1.19 1.19 
64 kHz 1.48 .517 .563 1.17 1.19 
3 2 kHz 1.38 -.277 1.29 1.18 1.21 

Table 3-11a: Final correction angles for the LASI 
HF EM system. 
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Freq. 7~C jfy T C y ^  T d y ^  Td^^ 

32 MHz .0210 -.2000 .2000 -.0230 -.2000 -.0100 
16 MHz -.0025 .0521 -.0514 .0531 -.0818 .0856 
8 MHz -.0034 -.0180 .0206 -.0053 .0311 -.0070 
4 MHz .0070 .0130 -.0050 .0090 .0440 . 0250 
2 MHz -.0240 -.0090 -.0120 .0050 -.0070 -.0180 
1 MHz .0030 -.0230 -.0010 .0300 .0210 -.0050 
500 kHz .0060 .0030 .0140 .0100 -.0100 -.0090 
250 kHz -.0050 .0120 .0000 .0190 -.0100 . 0010 
125 kHz -.0060 -.0200 .0280 .0320 .0310 .0110 
64 kHz .0120 .0170 .0170 .0200 -.0160 -.0120 
32 kHz . 0230 .0160 .0220 .0220 -.0200 -.0110 

Table 3-llb: Final cross-talk coefficients the 
LASI HF EM system. All coefficients are imaginary 

but the has been left out for brevity. 

3.5 New Angles for the LASI MF system 

The data displayed in Section 3.3 were collected on 9-8-94. 

During the summer of 1995, the receiver coils were re-tuned 

which seemed to have the effect of changing the effective 

angles between the coils. The re-tuning of the receiver 

coils may have changed their impedance which may have changed 

the effective coil angle or the tuning circuitry (mounted 

on the receiver coil frame for the LASI HF EM system) may 

have changed geometry enough to change the effective coil 

angles. It was decided that new rotation experiments would 

be conducted and new angles used. By this time, the factors 

for the LASI HF EM had been produced (Section 3.4) and it 

was discovered that cross-talk correction needed to be added 

to the LASI HF EM system. It was assumed that cross-talk 

correction may also be needed for the LASI MF EM system. 
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Two rotation surveys were performed to determine new factors 

for the LAS I MF EM system. Both surveys were conducted at 

the Avra Valley Geophysical Test Site over a buried tunnel. 

The coil separation was kept at 32 meters for both surveys. 

Survey "A" was conducted parallel to and 18 meters west of 

the tunnel and survey "B" was conducted perpendicular to 

and centered over the tunnel. The standard error values and 

ellipticity values are plotted below. Table 3-12 shows the 

standard error times 100 from the uncorrected ellipticities 

for both surveys and Table 3-13 shows the standard error 

times 100 for the corrected ellipticities. Figures 3-11a 

and 3-llb show the uncorrected ellipticities and Figures 

3-12a and 3-12b show the corrected ellipticities. Figures 

3-13a and 3-13b show the ellipticities for the "A" and "B" 

surveys using correction coefficients computed from each 

other. Table 3-13 and Figures 3-13a and 3-13b indicate the 

correction coefficients are transferable between surveys. 

The IMHz, 500kHz and l25kH2 data are very noisy and are not 

plotted in graphs showing ellipticity with factors applied. 

One possible cause of the nosier data at higher frequencies 

is small ellipticity values at those frequencies which cause 

the minor axis to be closer to the noise level of the system. 

However, examination of Figures 3-lla and 3-llb indicate 

that small ellipticity values are not present for these high 

frequencies. 



FREQ. 1 "A" "B" 1 

1 MHz 1 73.0 65.8 1 

500 kHz 1 29.1 44.4 

250 kHz|3.94 3.82 

125 kHz| 17.3 11.4 

64 kHz 1 8.96 8.95 

32 kHz 1 8.57 1 8.22 

16 kHz 5.92 5.65 

8 kHz 4.74 4.78 

4 kHz 4.13 4.33 

2 kHz 4.52 4.25 

1 kHz 8.88 6.64 

Table 3-12: Standard error times 100 without coil 
angle or cross-talk corrections for the LASI MF EM 

system. 

A ANGLES B ANGLES 

FREQ A B A B 

1 MHZ 53.3 69.5 59.0 49.5 

500 kHz 23.2 38.3 42.5 29.2 

250 kHz 0.756 0.737 1.03 0.222 

125 kHz 14.0 10.9 16.2 7.60 

64 kHz 0.590 0.814 0.826 0.438 

32 kHz 0.524 0.471 0.693 0.247 

16 kHz 0.383 0.388 0.515 0.156 

8 kHz 0.442 0.458 0.482 0.417 

4 kHz 0.543 0.514 0.647 0.346 

2 kHz 1.55 1.75 2.05 0.690 

1 kHz 7.00 4.67 7.58 3.66 

Table 3-13: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle and cross-talk corrections for the LASI HF 

EM system. 
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Figure 3-lla: Ellipticity values from survey "A" 
using no correction factors. Taken at 32 meters on 

11-10-95. 
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PRE ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENT A TION 
S2 DAT A COLLECTED 11-10-95 OVER TUNNEL 
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Figure 3-llb: Ellipticity values from survey "B" 
using no correction factors. Taken at 32 meters on 

11-10-95. 
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ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENT A TION 
SI DATA COLLECTED 11-10-95 OVER TUNNEL 
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Figure 3-12a: Ellipticity values from survey "A" 
using correction factors. Taken at 32 meters on 

11-10-95. 

ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENT A TION 
S2 DATA COLLECTED 11-10-95 OVER TUNNEL 
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Figure 3-12b: Ellipticity values from survey "B" 
using correction factors. Taken at 32 meters on 

11-10-95. 
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ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
SI data with S2 factors 
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Figure 3-13a: Ellipticity values from survey "A" 
using correction factors found from survey "B". 

Taken at 32 meters on 11-10-95. 

ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
S2 DATA WITH SI FACTORS 
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Figure 3-13b: Ellipticity values from survey "B" 
using correction factors found from survey "A". 

Taken at 32 meters on 11-10-95. 

It was found that the 125 kHz data are noisy because of a 

hardware malfunction in the tuning circuity in the trans
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mitter antenna causing an exceptionally weak data signal. 

In the future a rotation survey can be conducted to obtain 

good correction factors for this frequency. 

It is possible that the IMHz and 500 kHz data are noisy in 

part because they are using induction numbers far above 1. 

This means the ellipticity value is very small so the minor 

axis of the ellipse is very small compared to the major 

axis. This causes the minor axis is closer to the noise 

level of the system and not well determined. The induction 

number can be reduced by reducing the coil separation so a 

second pair of rotation surveys were performed with a coil 

separation of eight meters instead of 32 meters. With the 

smaller induction number, the IMHz and 500kHz data should 

be cleaner. If large induction values are not a problem, 

the shorter antenna spacings may help simply because of 

stronger signal strength. The positions of these two surveys 

is identical to that of the 32 meter surveys. 

FREQ. "A" 1 IIB" 

1 MHz 8.22I 8.11 

500 kHz 3.17] 3.58 

Table 3-14: Standard error times 100 without coil 
angle corrections for the LASI MF EM system. Data 

was taken at 8m spacing. 



1 A ANGLES 1 B ANGLES | 

FREQ 1 A B 1 A B 1 

1 MHz |3.92 7.90|7.81 3.80 

500 kHz|.727 I.75I2.2O .891 

Table 3-15: Standard error times 100 with coil 
angle corrections for the LASI MF EM system. Data 

was taken at 8m spacing. 

PRE ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
COLLECTED 11-18-95 AT 4W OVER TUNNEL 

I • . 

O.l 1 i ' ' ' ' « 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 

COIL ORIENTATION 

• IM -t- SOOK 

Figure 3-14a: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"A" taken at Bm on 11-18-95 using no correction 
factors. Only IMHz and 500kHz were collected. 
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PRE ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
COLLECTED 11-18-95 AT I8W OVER TUNNEL 

I 

0.1 
SO 0 10 20 30 40 

COIL ORIENTATION 
A IM * SOOK 

Figure 3-14b: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"B" taken at 8m on 11-18-95 using no correction 
factors. Only IMHz and 500kHz were collected. 

ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
4w DATA WITH lew FACTORS 

0.1 ' ' ! 1 J 1 1 1 
0 10 20 so 40 so 

COIL ORIENTATION 
a IM -T- SOOK 

Figure 3-15a: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"A" using correction factors found from new survey 

"B". Data was taken at 8m on 11-18-95. 
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ELLIPTICITY VS COIL ORIENTATION 
18W DATA WITH 4W FACTORS 

0 I 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 

COIL ORtENTATION 

• IM -t- SOOK 

Figure 3-15b: Ellipticity values from new survey 
"B" using correction factors found from new survey 

"A". Data was taken at 8m on 11-18-95. 

Table 3-6 shows that the initial error for the IMHz data is 

a little over 8% for both sets of data. Table 3-7 shows that 

the error can only be reduced to a little under 8% using 

correction factors. This implies that the data are too noisy 

to obtain valid factors. For 500kHz, the error for survey 

"B" is reduced from 3.58 to 1.75 using correction factors 

from survey "A" which is a significant reduction in error. 

This implies that for 500kHz, the data is clean enough to 

produce usable correction factors. 

Table 3-16a shows the final angle and cross-talk coefficients 

used in the LASI MF EM system. The 125 kHz factors should 

be re-computed from new data once the hardware problem has 

been corrected. The coil separation was 8 meters for the 

two highest frequencies and 32 meters for all other fre

quencies . 
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Frequency alpha beta gcimma ccx ccy 

1 MHz -2.35 1.33 

in 00 • 

C
M
 1 0.896 0.902 
500 kHz -0.0430 -0.520 -0.274 0.912 1.03 
250 kHz -0.289 1.42 -2.97 0.968 0.950 
125 kHz -4.23 5.35 -9.49 1.04 1.05 
64 kHz 0.165 0.0744 -0.496 1.11 0.948 
32 kHz -0.109 0.400 0.0307 1.12 0.933 
16 kHz 0.0217 -0.161 0.308 1.15 0.948 
8 kHz 0.0660 -0.111 0.664 1.12 0.947 
4 kHz 0.0366 -0.194 0.556 1.12 0.950 
2 kHz 0.317 -0.517 0.292 1.15 0.955 
IkHz 0.574 0.0929 0.146 1.20 1.00 

Table 3-16a; Final correction angles for the LASI 
MF EM system. 

Hertz T c  I  x y  T d ^ y  T C y ^  T d y ^  

IM . 0679 -.00071 -.00053 .00477 .00051 .00075 
500k .00631 -.00562 -.00544 .00036 -.00299 -.00008 
250k -.0252 -.00737 -.0261 -.00328 -.00433 -.00167 
125K . 0327 .00600 .00176 -.0444 .00041 .00012 
62k .00186 -.00062 .00775 -.00109 .00293 -.00015 
31k -.00915 .00184 -.00001 .00124 .00061 -.00407 
16k .00223 .00336 -.00020 -.00394 .00151 .00359 
Bk .00153 -.00656 -.00497 -.00365 -.00366 -.00137 
4k .00143 -.00281 -.00367 -.00216 -.00261 -.00193 
2k .00023 .00313 -.00182 .00179 .00070 -.00061 
Ik .00040 -.00515 .00073 .00082 -.00027 -.00071 

Table 3-16b: Final cross-talk coefficients for the 
LASI MF EM system. All coefficients are imaginary 

but the has been left out for brevity. 

3.6 Conclusions for Coil Correction Factors 

Through numerous measurements the correction factors for 

the receiver systems of the LASI LF, MF, and HF EM systems 

have been found. For the LASI LF EM system the correction 

factors involve three angle errors and two coupling coef

ficients. The LASI LF EM system can employ one set of 

correction factors for all frequencies and does not have a 
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cross-talk problem requiring cross-talk corrections to fix. 

The correction factors for the LASI LF EM system are shown 

in Table 3-17. 

For the LASI MF and HF EM systems, there are 33 angle errors, 

22 calibration coupling coefficients, and 66 cross-talk 

coefficients. The correction factors for the LASI MF and HF 

EM systems are affected by changes to the receiver coil 

tuning and will have to be re-computed if the antennas are 

tuned in the future. 

Tables 3-18a and 3-18b show the correction factors used in 

the LASI MF EM system with the exception of 125 kHz data 

which should could not be computed due to hardware problems. 

Tables 3-19a and 3-19b show the correction factors used in 

the LASI HF EM system. 

alpha beta gamma ccx ccy 

0.0293 0.2952 0.3588 1.0051 0.9802 

Table 3-17: Correction angles for the LASI LF EM 
system. Data were collected 9-7-91, 20m from a 

long-wire source. 
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Frequency alpha beta gamma cox coy 

1 MHz -2.35 1.33 

in C
O

 • 

CN
J 

1
 0.896 0.902 

500 kHz -0.0430 -0.520 -0.274 0.912 1.03 
250 kHz -0.289 1.42 -2.97 0.968 0.950 
125 kHz -4.23 5.35 -9.49 1.04 1.05 
64 kHz 0.165 0.0744 -0.496 1.11 0.948 
32 kHz -0.109 0.400 0.0307 1.12 0.933 
16 kHz 0.0217 -0.161 0.308 1.15 0.948 
8 kHz 0.0660 -0.111 0.664 1.12 0.947 
4 kHz 0.0366 -0.194 0.556 1.12 0.950 
2 kHz 0.317 -0.517 0.292 1.15 0.955 
IkHz 0.574 0.0929 0.146 1.20 

o
 
o
 • 

Table 3-18a: Final correction angles for the LASI 
MF EM system. 

Hertz T C ^ y  T d ^ y  T C y ~  T d y ,  7"c„ T d , ,  

IM .0679 -.00071 -.00053 .00477 .00051 .00075 
500k .00631 -.00562 -.00544 .00036 -.00299 -.00008 
250k -.0252 -.00737 -.0261 -.00328 -.00433 -.00167 
125k .0327 . 00600 .00176 -.0444 .00041 .00012 
62k .00186 -.00062 .00775 -.00109 .00293 -.00015 
31k -.00915 .00184 -.00001 .00124 .00061 -.00407 
16k .00223 .00336 -.00020 -.00394 .00151 .00359 
8k .00153 -.00656 -.00497 -.00365 -.00366 -.00137 
4k .00143 -.00281 -.00367 -.00216 -.00261 -.00193 
2k .00023 .00313 -.00182 .00179 .00070 -.00061 
Ik .00040 -.00515 .00073 .00082 -.00027 -.00071 

Table 3-18b: Final cross-talk coefficients for the 
LASI MF EM system. All coefficients are imaginary 

but the has been left out for brevity. 
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Frequency alpha beta gamma ccx ccy 

32 MHz .133 1 • vo
 

vo
 1 U)
 

o
 

• o»
 

.745 
• • 

.971 
16 MHz 13.4 9.64 9.54 .962 .871 
8 MHz 1.83 2.83 -1.49 1.18 1.20 
4 MHz -.211 1.26 -.389 1.14 1.23 
2 MHz .519 -.258 -3.91 1.13 1.19 
1 MHz 4.36 2.00 3.33 1.11 1.15 

500 kHz 1.02 -.252 .210 1.11 1.15 
250 kHz 3.56 1.49 1.78 1.09 1.14 
125 kHz 1.30 .068 .264 1.19 1.19 
64 kHz 1.48 .517 .563 1.17 1.19 
32 kHz 1.38 -.277 1.29 1.18 1.21 

Table 3-19a; Final correction angles for the LASI 
HF EM system. 

Hertz T c ^ y  T d ^ y  T C y ^  T d y :  T d , ,  

32M .0210 -.2000 .2000 -.0230 -.2000 -.0100 
16M -.0025 .0521 -.0514 .0531 -.0818 .0856 
BM -.0034 -.0180 .0206 -.0053 .0311 -.0070 
4M .0070 .0130 -.0050 .0090 . 0440 . 0250 
2M -.0240 -.0090 -.0120 .0050 -.0070 -.0180 
IM .0030 -.0230 -.0010 .0300 .0210 -.0050 
500k . 0060 .0030 .0140 .0100 -.0100 -.0090 
250k -.0050 .0120 .0000 .0190 -.0100 .0010 
125k -.0060 -.0200 .0280 .0320 .0310 . 0110 
64k . 0120 .0170 .0170 .0200 -.0160 -.0120 
32k . 0230 .0160 .0220 .0220 -.0200 -.0110 

Table 3-l9b: Final cross-talk coefficients for the 
LASI HF EM system. All coefficients are imaginary 

but the has been left out for brevity. 

Table 3-20 compares the percent error in the LASI MF EM 

system with and without cross-talk correction. Table 3-21 

shows the same comparison for the LASI HF EM system. The 1 

MHz data did not improve significantly by applying the 

cross-talk coefficients and were left out of Table 3-20. 

Likewise, 125 kHz and the lowest frequency for the LASI MF 

EM system had large noise levels during the experiments and 

are not included in the Table 3-20. For the LASI HF EM 



system, the 32MHz data likewise appears to have a small 

signal to noise ratio and consistently produces large error. 

The data for 2MHz also showed large error which Figures 3-8a 

3-8b, and 3-8c indicate that it is not due to random noise. 

Frequency 321cH2 is well below the design limit of the power 

amplifier in the transmitter system which could account for 

its high noise content. The tables clearly show the advantage 

of using cross-talk corrections. The average percent error 

is reduced by 74% and 88% for the LASI MF EM and LASI HF EM 

systems respectively by taking into account cross talk. 

Freq. Without 
Cross Talk 

With 
Cross Talk 

500 kHz 3.17 1.75 
250 kHz 1.90 0.222 
64 kHz 0.66 0.438 
32 kHz 0.67 0.247 
16 kHz 1.16 0.156 
8 kHz 1.98 0.417 
4 kHz 2.41 0.346 
2 kHz 4.50 0.690 

Ave 2.06 .531 

Table 3-20: Comparison of percent errors with and 
without cross-talk correction for the LASI MF EM 
system. 500kHz, 125kHz, and IkHz are left out due 

to large noise levels. 
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Freq. Without With 
Cross Talk Cross Talk 

16 MHz 17.1 2.03 
8 MHz 7.14 0.67 
4 MHz 3.13 0.91 
2 MHz 4.22 2.20 
1 MHz 3.73 0.91 
500 kHz 2.04 0.31 
250 kHz 2.94 0.18 
125 kHz 13.8 0.26 
64 kHz 14.2 0.53 
32 kHz 26.0 3.61 

Ave 9.43 1.16 

Table 3-21: Comparison of percent errors with and 
without cross-talk correction for the LASI HF EM 
system. 32MHz is left out due to hardware prob

lems. 

Perhaps for future work, a larger variety of orientations 

can be examined by rotating around more than just three axis 

and combining rotations from different coil spacings. With 

the added input data, more cross-talk coefficients could be 

employed. Using complex cross-talk coefficients for the data 

signal and different cross-talk coefficients for signals 

going into and out of each channel (eg. Tdxy "^^Tdyx) may be 

feasible. This could be a method to reduce the noise at the 

larger frequencies in the LASI HF EM system. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this section both theoretical maximum depth of penetration 

and theoretical minimum depth of penetration are investi

gated. Spies (1989) examined the maximum and minimum depth 

for magnetotelluric soundings. Maximum depth of 

investigation will be defined as the maximum depth a layer 

can occur and still produce an observable anomaly. Minimum 

depth of investigation is defined as the minimum thickness 

a top layer can be and still produce an observable anomaly. 

In this sense, minimum depth of penetration is examining 

effects of thin surface layers. 

The reason for examining maximum depth of penetration (MAXDP) 

is to give the data interpreter a sense of how deep layers 

will effect the system. Minimum top layer thickness (MTLT) 

is significant in determining if surface layers will be 

observable. One-dimensional computer modeling was used to 

determine MAXDP and MTLT in this section. 

A vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) source distributes the 

magnetic field deeper in the Earth than the horizontal 

magnetic dipole (HMD) source does (Wait, 1982, pg. 113) . 

However it is unclear weather the VMD source will cause 

greater MAXDP and MTLT values. To find if there is a dif

ference, both transmitter orientations are examined. 
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4.2 Earth Models 

For both MAXDP and MTLT, a two-layer Earth was used. For 

MAXDP, the bottom layer is the target we are trying to detect 

and a half-space with the same properties as the top layer 

is the background condition. If the target layer is too deep 

for detection, response from the half-space background is 

all that will be observed. For MTLT it is just the opposite, 

the bottom layer represents background and the top layer is 

the target and for very thin top layers only the bottom 

layer is observable. 

For this chapter, an observable anomaly is defined as one 

where the anomaly is just barely observable. That is to say, 

the chances of the anomaly being due to noise is the same 

as the chances that the anomaly is due to the basement or 

thin top layer presence. This occurs if the anomaly lies 

.675 standard deviations away from the data mean. In this 

sense, the anomalies are far too weak to interpret. For an 

anomaly to be large enough to interpret, they would have to 

lie at least a few standard deviations away from the 

background mean. Because of this definition of "observable", 

the MTLT and MAXDP are theoretical limits and may appear 

extreme. 

The contrast between target resistivity and background 

resistivity is an important factor for MAXDP and MTLT. Four 

common values for background resistivities found in alluvial 

basins are examined (10, 30, 100, and 300 ohm-m) . The same 
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four resistivities are used for the target layer. This 

provides 16 resistivity combinations possible but since the 

condition where target and background resistivities are 

identical is uninteresting, a total of twelve resistivity 

combinations are examined. The signal frequency employed 

and transmitter-receiver spacing are two known parameters 

that have a significant effect. For brevity, only half of 

the eleven frequencies we expect to use in the field are 

examined in this study (see Table 4-1). Receiver height is 

a constant 0.35m for all frequencies. Two transmitter 

orientations are examined, a vertical dipole (VMD) and a 

horizontal dipole pointing towards the receiver (HMD). 

Frequency 
Transmitter 
Receiver 

Separation 

Transmitter 
Height 

0.972 kHz 32 m .172 m 

3.891 kHz 32 m .172 m 

15.56 kHz 16 m .172 m 

62.26 kHz 16 m .172 m 

249.0 kHz 8 m .014 m 

996.1 kHz 8 m .014 m 

Table 4-1: List of frequencies examined and 
corresponding spacings and transmitter 

heights for the LASI MF EM system. 

In actual field surveys receiver orientation is random and 

unknown so actual vertical and horizontal fields are 

unobtainable. Available field components are the magnitude 

of the major and minor axis of the polarization ellipse. It 
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is the voltages that are actually measured, so the signal 

computed in this section will be voltages along the major 

and minor axis of the polarization ellipse. 

To determine MAXDP and MTLT, noise level in the received 

voltage needs to be known. Larger voltage noise results in 

a less sensitive system so only larger anomalies are 

observable. Below, I list five noise sources that can be 

significant limitations to the systems being developed. 

Internal noise in the data collection system is due to 

limitations in electronics. Electronics noise is expected 

to be around -30dB to -35dB (Laird, 1994) before stacking 

and -4 2dB to -47dB after stacking relative to the signal 

level. This is expected to be a small source of noise and 

will rarely be a determining factor in system sensitivity. 

External EM noise comes from sources external to the 

transmitter and receiver such as cultural noise and spherics. 

Due to the tuned transmitter and receivers, noise from these 

external sources is expected to be smaller than with existing 

EM systems. However, this noise will probably will be larger 

than internal noise. External noise can be decreased by 

increasing the moment of the transmitter. 

The number of bits used to store the digitized signal can 

also be important. The resolution of the received voltage 

is equivalent to the voltage needed to flip the least 

significant bit. An 8 bit analog to digital converter is 
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used with the LASI MF and HF EM systems so -48dB is the 

lowest noise level possible before stacking. Stacking is 

expected to add approximately 2.2 bits of resolution 

(stacking 20 times) but only about 7.1 bits of the analog 

to digital converter has been realized due to an imbalance 

of signal strength between the calibration signal and the 

data signal. Thus -56dB noise (equivalent to 9.3 bit res

olution) is expected. 

,, , „ . . Received Voltage . , 
Voltage Resolution = —:—r-r- 4.1 

of Bits 

Geometric noise due to positioning errors with the trans

mitter and receiver can be significant. If transmitter-

receiver spacing is incorrect, a significant error in 

apparent resistivity can be produced. Transmitter 

orientation as well as transmitter and receiver heights are 

significant as well. Geometric noise may be insignificant 

in a very smooth terrain (such as a parking lot) but could 

be very important in rocky or undulating terrain. Figure 

4-1 shows the effect of coil spacing errors. Figure 4-2 

shows the effect of transmitter height errors and likewise, 

Figure 4-3 receiver height errors. Field tests at the Avra 

Valley Geophysical Test Site near Tucson have been performed 

for 125kH2 at 8 meter coil spacing. For a .Im error in 

spacing, a change of about 2.13% or -33dB was observed. This 

is in keeping with Figure 4-1. 
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Geologic noise, which is not easily estimated, can easily 

be the largest source of noise encountered. This is due to 

the effects of lateral heterogeneities the survey line may 

cross. Geologic noise may, for example, have a long spatial 

wavelength in the case of deep objects or smoothly varying 

shallow variations, and may not hinder detection of a buried 

drum. However, it can also be very localized due to near-

surface objects such as shallow boulders in alluvium, 

spatially rapid changes in shallow lithology or sediment 

composition. Small wave-length anomalies due to geology can 

complicate the signature of the desired targets such as 

buried drums and voids. 

Figure 4-1: The effect of coil spacing error on 
ellipticity and the magnetic field components. The 
frequency is lOOkHz, the spacing is 8 meters +/~ 

.1 meters. The resistivity of the half-space model 
varies. The errors from +.lm and -.Im are aver-
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Figure 4-2: The effect of transmitter height error 
on ellipticity and the magnetic field components. 
The frequency is lOOkHz, the spacing is 8 meters, 
and the height is .1 meters +/~ -02 meters. The 
resistivity of the half-space model varies. The 

errors from +.02m and -.02m are averaged. 
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Figure 4-3: The effect of coil spacing error on 
ellipticity and the magnetic field components. The 
frequency is lOOkHz, the spacing is 8 meters, and 

the height is .1 meters +/- .02 meters. The 
resistivity of the half-space model varies. The 

errors from +.02m and -.02m are averaged. 
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4.3 Method 

As stated in the introduction, ID modeling is used to 

determine MAXDP and MTLT. The algorithm to determine MAXDP 

is very similar to the algorithm to determine MTLT. Both 

algorithms are given below: 

4.3.1 Maximum Depth of Penetration Method 

Step 1) Compute the half-space response for the frequency 

being investigated. The half space just consists of 

the background resistivity with no target layer 

present. Two voltages, the major and minor axis 

voltages are the result. 

Step 2) Add the target layer to the half-space model from 

step 1. For computing MAXDP, thickness of the top 

layer should be very large and resistivity of the 

second layer is target resistivity. 

Step 3) Compute the received voltages for the two-layer 

model. Figure 4-4a shows computed voltages for the 

half-space and for a two-layer model with a varying 

top layer thickness. Resistivities are 10 ohm-m over 

lOOohm-m and the frequency is 0.972kHz. 

Step 4) Find the difference in voltages between the half-

space response and two-layer response using equa

tions : 
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A I/' minor I  ̂ LAY minor • 4.2a 

AV major Z-LAY major 1 -LAY major 4.2b 

This voltage difference is the anomaly produced by 

the second target layer. 

Step 5) The voltage difference in step 4 is converted into 

anomaly level in decibels by equations: 

AnomalycLecibles ^ , ^or  = 20Logio(^AV i -LAym,nor) '4 .3a 

Anomaly  decibLesor  = ZOLog lo iAVi-^K/na/or)-4 .35 

Figure 4-4b is similar to figure 4-4a but the 

two-layer model voltages have had the half-space 

response removed and have been normalized by 

half-space voltage. Figure 4-4c shows anomaly 

amplitude in decibels for both the major and minor 

axis. 

Step 6) From the two values produced by step 5, only the 

larger voltage is used. It is expected that both 

axes would change but one would change more than 

another. 

Anomalydecibles  -  Anomalydecibles^,^^^-  Anomalydecibl&s 

Figure 4-4d shows the maximum anomaly amplitude for 

10 ohm-m top layer over 100 ohm-m target layer. 

Step 7) The Anomaly in decibels from step 6 is directly 

comparable to noise level in decibels. If the maximum 
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anomaly is greater than the noise level, then the 

target layer is producing an observable anomaly. If 

the target is not detectable and a slightly thinner 

top layer is chosen and steps 3 to 7 are repeated 

using a thinner top layer. Thickness of the top 

layer where the target is barely detectable is 

considered to be maximiim depth of penetration. 

VOLTAGE (VMD) 
972  Hz 10 OHM'M OVER 100 OKM^M 

MAJOR 

12 
SS2 Sx 
r< 

TOP LAYCR THICKNESS (METERS) 

Figure 4-4a: Voltages calculated for the major and 
minor axis of three different two layer Earths 
with the top layer thickness varying. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE (VMD) 
972  Hz 10 OHM-M OVER 100 OHM-M 
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Figure 4-4b: Normalized voltages calculated for 
the major and minor axis of three different two 

layer Earths with the top layer thickness varying. 
Data were computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4c: Anomaly in decibels for the major and 
minor axis produced by the presence of a 100 ohm-m 

basement under a 10 ohm-m top layer. Data were 
computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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NOISE LEVEL (VMD) 
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Figure 4-4d: Maximum anomaly in decibels produced 
by the presence of a 100 ohm-m basement under a 10 
ohm-m top layer. Data were computed for 972Hz and 

32m spacing. 

Figures 4-4e to 4-4h are identical to the previous four 

(Figures 4-4a to 4-4d) except the Earth model used is 100 

ohm-m top layer over a conductive 10 ohm-m basement instead 

of a 10 ohm-m top layer over a resistive 100 ohm-m basement. 

VOLTAGE (VMD) 
972 Hz 100 OHM-M OVER 10 OHM-I 

MINOR 

AJOR 

TOP LAYER THICKNESS (METERS) 

Figure 4-4e: Voltages calculated for the major and 
minor axis of three different two layer Earths 
with the top layer thickness varying. Data were 

computed for 972H2 and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4f: Normalized voltages calculated for 
the major and minor axis of three different two 

layer Earths with the top layer thickness varying. 
Data were computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4g: Anomaly in decibels for the major and 
minor axis produced by the presence of a 10 ohm-m 
basement under a 100 ohm-m top layer. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4h: Maximuin anomaly in decibels produced 
by the presence of a 10 ohm-m basement under a 100 
ohm-m top layer. Data were computed for 972H2 and 

32m spacing. 

The next four figures (Figures 4-4i to 4-41) are identical 

to Figures 4a through 4d except a horizontal dipole is used 

for the transmitter instead of a vertical dipole. Comparing 

Figures 4-4a and 4-4i, it can be seen that the depths where 

the major and minor axes become identical to the half-space 

signal are nearly identical for the HMD and VMD. This suggests 

that the MAXDP will be similar for both transmitter 

directions. Comparing Figures 4-4d and 4-41, the depths do 

come out nearly identical for the HMD and VMD transmitters. 
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Figure 4-4i: Voltages calculated for the major and 
minor axis of three different two layer Earths 
with the top layer thickness varying. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4j: Normalized voltages calculated for 
the major and minor axis of three different two 

layer Earths with the top layer thickness varying. 
Data were computed for 972Hz and 3 2m spacing. 
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Figure 4-4k; Anomaly in decibels for the major and 
minor axis produced by the presence of a 100 ohm-m 

basement under a 10 ohm-m top layer. Data were 
computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-41: Maximum anomaly in decibels produced 
by the presence of a 100 ohm-m basement under a 10 
ohm-m top layer. Data were computed for 972H2 and 

32m spacing. 
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4.3.2 Minimum Top Layer Thickness Method 

As with MAXDP, ID modeling is used to determine minimum 

thickness of the top layer. The target is the thin top layer 

of a two layer Earth and the background is the bottom layer. 

The algorithm to determine minimum top layer thickness is 

as follows: 

Step 1) Compute the half-space response for the frequency 

being investigated. Two voltages, the major and 

minor axis voltage is the result. 

Step 2) Add a top layer to the half-space model from step 

1. Thickness of the top layer should be very thin 

and resistivity of top layer is target resistivity. 

Step 3) Compute received voltages for the two-layer model. 

Step 4) Find the difference in voltages between the half-

space response and the two-layer response using 

equations: 

Figure 4-5a shows computed voltages for the half-

space and for a two-layer model with a varying top 

layer thickness. Resistivities are 10 ohm-m over 

100 ohm-m and the frequency is 0.972kHz. 

AV minor ^  2-LAY minor ^  I -  LAY minor '  4.5a 

4.56 

This voltage difference is the anomaly produced by 

the second target layer. 
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Step 5) The voltage difference in step 4 is converted into 

anomaly level in decibels by equations: 

Anomaly  Decib  = 20 Log io( K i-Mrmmor) .4.6a 

A noma Ly Decib  Les ^^ ior  = 20 Log ,o ( A1/ ̂a ,or  l ay  ma ,cr )  

Figure 4-5b is similar to figure 4-5a but the 

two-layer model voltages have had the half-space 

response removed and have been normalized by 

half-space voltage. Figure 4-5c shows anomaly 

amplitude in decibels for both the major and minor 

axis. 

Step 6) From the two values produced by step 5, only the 

larger voltage is used. It is expected that both 

axis would change but one would change more than 

another. 

Anomaly  DQCib les  -  M AX( i4nomaZyDGCt6 /es„ ,„„r*  Anomaly  Dec ib  la s  .7  

Figure 4-5d shows maximum anomaly amplitude for the 

10 ohm-m top layer over the 100 ohm-m target layer. 

Step 7) The Anomaly in decibels from step 6 is directly 

comparable to noise level in decibels. If the maximum 

anomaly is greater than noise level, then the target 

layer is producing an observable anomaly. If the 

target is not detectable and a slightly thicker top 

layer is chosen and steps 3 to 7 are repeated using 
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a thicker top layer. Thickness of the top layer 

where the target is barely detectable is considered 

to be the minimum top layer thickness. 
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Figure 4-5a: Voltages calculated for the major and 
minor axis of three different two layer Earths 
with the top layer thickness varying. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5b: Normalized voltages calculated for 
the major and minor axis of three different two 

layer Earths with the top layer thickness varying. 
The minor axis voltage difference line is the line 
which drops lower for a top layer thickness of 
10m. The other line is from the major axis. Data 

were computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5c: Anomaly in decibels for the major and 
minor axis produced by the presence of a 100 ohm-m 
basement under a 10 ohm-m top layer. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5d: Maximum anomaly in decibels produced 
by the presence of a 100 ohm-m basement under a 10 
ohm-m top layer. Data were computed for 972Hz and 

32m spacing. 

The next four figures (4-5e to 4-5h) are identical to the 

previous four figures (4-5a to 4-5d) except the Earth model 

used is 100 ohm-m top layer over a conductive 10 ohm-m 

basement instead of a 10 ohm-m top layer over a resistive 

100 ohm-m basement. 
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Figure 4-5e: Voltages calculated for the major and 
minor axis of three different two layer Earths 
with the top layer thickness varying. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5f: Normalized voltages calculated for 
the major and minor axis of three different two 

layer Earths with the top layer thickness varying. 
Data were computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5g; Anomaly in decibels for the major and 
minor axis produced by the presence of a 10 ohm-m 
basement under a 100 ohm-m top layer. Data were 

computed for 972Hz and 32m spacing. 
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Figure 4-5h: Maximum anomaly in decibels produced 
by the presence of a 10 ohm-m basement under a 100 
ohm-m top layer. Data were computed for 972Hz and 

32m spacing. 
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4.4 MF Results 

Both a horizontal magnetic dipole and a vertical magnetic 

dipole transmitter were examined. Results for MAXDP and MTLT 

are shown below. 

4.4.1 MF Maximum Depth of Penetration Results 

The plots on the next four pages shows resulting maximum 

depth of penetration for both a horizontal magnetic-dipole 

and a vertical magnetic-dipole transmitter. 

The figures show maximum depth of penetration in meters as 

a function of noise level in decibels. To find the theoretical 

limits, simply use the expected noise level of the LASI MF 

EM system directly on the figures. For instance, if the 

noise level of the system is -20dB, and the theoretical 

depth is desired, simply use the -20dB value as the noiise 

level. An anomaly level can be added to the noise level to 

give realistic depths. If the basement is to be considered 

observable only if the anomaly it produces is 6dB over the 

noise level which is -20dB, then use -20dB+6dB which is 

-14dB as the "effective" noise level. Adding an additional 

anomaly strength to create an "effective" noise level always 

has the effect of decreasing the maximum depth of penetration. 
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Figures 4-6a through 4-6f: Maximum depth of pene
tration with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-6g through 4-61: Maximum depth of pene
tration with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-7a through 4-7f: Maximum depth of pene
tration with a vertical magnetic dipole transmit

ter. 
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Figures 4-7g through 4-71: Maximum depth of pene
tration with a vertical magnetic dipole transmit

ter. 

The maximum depth curves contain discontinuities with respect 

to noise level where the determining axis of polarization 

flips to and from the major and minor axis. Maximum depths 

from a horizontal transmitter and maximum depths from a 

vertical transmitter are essentially the same for all 

frequencies and models examined, thus transmitter dipole 



direction is not a significant factor. 
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4.4.2 MF Minimum Top Layer Thickness Results 

The plots on the next four pages shows the resulting minimum 

thickness of observable top layers for both a horizontal 

magnetic dipole and a vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. 

The figures show minimum top layer thickness in meters as 

a function of noise level in decibels. Similarly to the 

maximum depth of penetration results in section 4.4.1, to 

find the theoretical limits, simply use the expected noise 

level of the LASI MF EM system directly on the figures. If 

the noise level of the system is -20dB, and the theoretical 

MTLT is desired, simply use the -20dB value as the noise 

level. Also similar to the maximum depth of penetration, an 

anomaly level can be added to the noise level to give 

realistic minimum top layer thickness. If the top layer is 

to be considered observable only if the anomaly it produces 

is 6dB over the noise level which is -20dB, then use -20dB+6dB 

which is -14dB as the "effective" noise level. Adding an 

additional anomaly strength to create an "effective" noise 

level always has the effect of increasing the minimum top 

layer thickness. 
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Figures 4-8a through 4-8f: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-8g through 4-81: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-9a through 4-9f: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter . 
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Figures 4-9g through 4-91: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter . 

As with the maximum depth of penetration for the LASI MF EM 

system, the minimum thickness from a horizontal transmitter 

and from a vertical transmitter are essentially the same 

for all frequencies and models examined. Thus transmitter 

dipole direction is not a significant factor in the MTLT 

for the LASI MF EM system. 
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4.5 HF Results 

As with the medium frequencies, both a horizontal magnetic 

dipole and a vertical magnetic dipole transmitter were 

examined. Results for MAXDP and MTLT are shown below. 

4.5.1 HF Maximum Depth of Penetration Results 

The plots on the next four pages shows resulting maximum 

depth for the LASI HF EM system. Penetration for both a 

horizontal magnetic-dipole and a vertical magnetic-dipole 

transmitter. 

Like the LASI MF EM system, the maximum depth curves contain 

discontinuities with respect to noise level where the 

determining axis of polarization flips to and from the major 

and minor axis. 

Figures 4-10a to 4-111 show maximum depth of penetration in 

meters as a function of noise level in decibels. To find 

the theoretical limits, simply use the expected noise level 

of the LASI HF EM system directly on the figures. For 

instance, if the noise level of the system is -20dB, and 

the theoretical depth is desired, simply use the -20dB value 

as the noise level. An anomaly level can be added to the 

noise level to give realistic depths. If the basement is to 

be considered observable only if the anomaly it produces is 

6dB over the noise level which is -20dB, then use -20dB+6dB 

which is -14dB as the "effective" noise level. Adding an 
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additional anomaly strength to create an "effective" noise 

level always has the effect of decreasing the maximum depth 

of penetration. 
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Figures 4-lOa through 4-lOf: Maximum depth of 
penetration with a horizontal magnetic dipole 

transmitter. 
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Figures 4-log through 4-101: Maximum depth of 
penetration with a horizontal magnetic dipole 

transmitter. 
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Figures 4-11a through 4-11f: Maximum depth of 
penetration with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-llg through 4-111: Maximum depth of 
penetration with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter . 

Maximum depths from a horizontal transmitter and maximum 

depths from a vertical transmitter are essentially the same 

for all frequencies and models examined, thus transmitter 

dipole direction is not a significant factor for MAXDP in 

the LASI HF EM system. 
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4.5.2 HF Minimum Top Layer Thickness Results 

The plots on the next four pages shows the resulting minimum 

thickness of observable top layers for both a horizontal 

magnetic dipole and a vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. 

Figures 4-12a to 4-131 show minimum top layer thickness in 

meters as a function of noise level in decibels. Similarly 

to the maximum depth of penetration results in section 4.5.1, 

to find the theoretical limits, simply use the expected 

noise level of the LASI HF EM system directly on the figures. 

If the noise level of the system is -20dB, and the theoretical 

MTLT is desired, simply use the -20dB value as the noise 

level. Also similar to the maximum depth of penetration, an 

anomaly level can be added to the noise level to give 

realistic minimum top layer thickness. If the top layer is 

to be considered observable only if the anomaly it produces 

is 6dB over the noise level which is -20dB, then use -20dB+6dB 

which is -14dB as the "effective" noise level. Adding an 

additional anomaly strength to create an "effective" noise 

level always has the effect of increasing the minimum top 

layer thickness. 
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Figures 4-12a through 4-l2f: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-12g through 4-121: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a horizontal magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-l3a through 4-13f: Minimum top layer 
thickness with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 
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Figures 4-13g through 4-131; Minimum top layer 
thickness with a vertical magnetic dipole trans

mitter. 

As with the maximum depth of penetration, the minimum 

thickness from a horizontal transmitter and from a vertical 

transmitter are essentially the same for all frequencies 

and models examined. Thus transmitter dipole direction is 

not a significant factor. 
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4.6 Field Tests 

Since neither the LASI MF EM system nor the LASI HF EM system 

hardware were operational during this part of the research, 

the LASI LF EM system was used to verify minimum depth of 

penetration calculations. At the Avra Valley Geophysical 

Test Site (AVGTS) , the Earth is fairly homogeneous. By using 

an air layer as the top layer, minimum depth of penetration 

can be tested. This requires two things: 1) noise seen in 

the LASI LF EM system and 2) measurements taken with receiver 

coils located at many different elevations. Noise seen can 

be computed by taking many readings without moving the 

receiver coils and looking at variation in received 

ellipticity. 

Four frequencies were examined: 320Hz, 988Hz, 3137Hz, and 

9998Hz. These frequencies were chosen because at these 

frequencies the LASI LF EM system can produce ellipticities 

with relatively high signal-to-noise ratios. 

Since the LASI LF EM system uses a long-line source and 

different frequencies from those for the LASI MF EM system, 

new MTLT curves were required. The long-wire source in the 

LASI LF EM system is difficult to raise in the air so it 

was left on the ground. Only the receiver coils were elevated. 

This should not be a problem since it can be accounted for 

in forward modeling. With only the receiver coils being 

elevated, this becomes less of a test of the minimum top 

layer thickness but still tests the methodology. 
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4.6.1 Field Results 

Data were collected at twelve elevations with 10 to 13 

samples taken at each elevation. Table 4-2 gives average 

ellipticity values seen at each elevation: 

Elevation 
(meters) 

320 Hz 988 Hz 3137 Hz 

.04832 

9998 Hz 

0.000 .01069 .02364 

3137 Hz 

.04832 .09203 

0.016 .01076 .02366 .04827 .09186 

0.032 .01056 .02363 .04831 .09178 

0.048 .01050 .02369 .04821 .09182 

0.079 .01063 .02366 .04821 .09168 

0.111 .01077 .02363 .04810 .09153 

0.159 .01054 .02363 .04800 .09135 

0.203 .01059 .02352 .04794 .09105 

0.235 .01043 .02354 .04784 .09087 

0.283 .01080 .02347 .04774 .09063 

0.362 .01045 .02345 .04752 .09026 

0.406 .01096 .02347 .04749 .09003 

Table 4-2: Average Ellipticity Values Observed. 10 
to 13 repeats were made at each elevation. 

From each of the average ellipticities, an apparent 

resistivity was computed taking into account the receiver 

height. The apparent resistivities are shown in Table 4-3. 

The reason for different apparent resistivities as a function 

of receiver height and frequency could be due to a heter

ogeneous half-space but could also be due to poor modeling 

of the ellipticity data. 
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Elevation 
(meters) 

320 Hz 988 Hz 3137 Hz 9998 Hz 

0.000 469.3 281.8 194.6 143.6 

0.016 462.9 281.1 194.8 144.0 

0.032 480.9 281.8 194.4 144.1 

0.048 486.4 280.1 195.1 143.8 

0.079 474.1 280.6 194.8 143.9 

0.111 461.3 281.1 195.4 144.1 

0.159 481.7 280.7 195.8 144.2 

0.203 476.8 283.1 196.0 144.9 

0.235 491.6 282.4 196.6 145.2 

0.283 457.4 283.7 197.0 145.6 

0.362 488.7 283.6 198.2 146.1 

0.406 442.9 282.6 198.0 146.4 

Average 472.8 281.9 195.9 144.7 

Table 4-3: Apparent Resistivity Observed for each 
elevation and each frequency. 10 to 13 repeats 

were made at each elevation. 

From average apparent resistivities above, a computed set 

of MTLT curves can be computed (Figure 4-14a). Signal-to-

noise ratio can be used instead of decibels. This is shown 

in Figure 4-14b. 
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COMPUTED MINIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
RCCCIVCR IN AIR AT LOM 6CPCRATION 

I [ 
- 0.1 k 

NOISE LEVEL (DECIBLCS) 

• 320HZ;R1-473 OHM-M 9e8Hx:RI-2E2 OHM-M O 3l37Hz:Rl-t96 OHM-M 

A 9998Hz:RI»i4S OHM-M 

Figure 4-l4a: Minimum top layer thickness for 
long-wire source. Apparent resistivity varies for 

each frequency. 

COMPUTED MINIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
RECEIVER IN AIR AT LOM SCPERATION 

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 

• 320Hz:RI-473 OHM>M •*- 988Hz:Rl-2e2 OHM-M O 3t37Hz:Rl-l96 OHM-M 

^ 9998Hz:RI*145 OHM-M 

Figure 4-14b: Minimum top layer thickness for 
long-wire source. Apparent resistivity varies for 

each frequency. 

Since the value of ellipticity can vary widely depending on 

frequency, transmitter-receiver spacing, and Earth con

ductivity, standard deviation is normalized by ellipticity 

average to produce standard error. 
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eUip t i c i t y  s tandard  dev ia t ion  ^ „  
s tandard  error  — ^ 4.8 

e l l ip t i c i t y  average  

The standard error of ellipticity can be used to determine 

noise level of the system. The noise level of the system 

can be defined as where the data would have a 50 percent 

chance of falling between the values of 1.0 plus noise level 

and 1.0 minus noise level. 

Observed signal to noise ratio can be computed from the 

standard deviation of observed ellipticity values. Fifty 

percent of ellipticity data will fall within 0.675 of the 

standard deviation. Thus standard deviation times 0.675 can 

be used as the noise level. Signal-to-noise level can then 

be computed as (average value)/(noise value) . The signal to 

noise ratio can now be stated as: 

^ average  e t l ip t i c i t y  1 ^ ^ 

0 .675*s tandard  dev ia t ion  0 .675*s tandard  error  

The noise level in decibels can be given as: 

N / S Q d B )  =  2 0 * l o g  l o Q O . 6 7 5 * s t a n d a r d  e r r o r ) .  4.10 

Table 4-4 is a listing of the signal-to-noise level observed 

for each elevation at each frequency. Since the receiver 

coils were carefully moved vertically, the geologic and 

geometric noise should have been minimized. Only the external 

and internal noise should be significant. 
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Elevation 
(meters) 

320 Hz 988 Hz 

405.2 

3137 Hz 9998 Hzj 

0.000 31.4 

988 Hz 

405.2 1039 966 1 

0.016 31.6 405.5 1037 965 1 

0.032 31.0 405.1 1038 964 

0.048 30.9 406.0 1036 964 

0. 079 31.2 405.6 1036 963 

0.111 31.7 405.1 1034 961 

0.159 31.0 405.0 1032 959 

0.203 31.1 403.1 1031 956 

0.235 30.7 403.2 1029 954 

0.283 31.7 402.3 1026 952 

0.362 30.7 401.9 1022 948 

0.406 32.2 402.4 1021 945 

Average: 31.3 404.2 1032 958 

Table 4-4: Observed signal to noise ratio. 10 to 
13 repeats were made at each elevation. 

Using the average signal-to-noise level from Table 4-4 and 

Figure 4-14b, calculated MTLT values for each frequency are 

given in Table 4-5. 

320 Hz 988 Hz 3137 Hz 9998 Hz 

1.07m .101m . 03m . 02m 

Table 4-5: Calculated MTLT values. 

The calculated MTLT values from Table 4-5 can be compared 

to field data to provide a test of the theory. Average 

ellipticity for each elevation was plotted against receiver 

coil elevation (Figures 4-15a to 4-15d). A straight line 

was fitted to the data and the y-intercept was taken to be 

the correct ellipticity at 0.0m elevation. As elevation 
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increases, ellipticity will decrease. When the ellipticity 

moves away from the ellipticity at the 0. Om elevation by an 

amount larger than the noise level, we can say that the 

change in elevation is observable. 

Each plot shows the observed ellipticity values and the 

straight line that fit the data trend. An alternative is to 

use ellipticity values from a forward program using the 

average resistivity and changing coil height to determine 

a more accurate ellipticity trend as the coils are elevated. 

Using ellipticity from a forward program reduces some theory 

verification and so is not employed here. There are two 

horizontal lines, the y-intercept of the fitted line and 

the line representing the noise level for the ellipticity 

taken at 0.0m elevation. The elevation (x value) where the 

fitted line crosses the noise level line is the observed 

MTLT. 
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ELLIPTICITY OVER TWO LAYERS 
FREQUENCY - 320 Hz 

0.0115. 
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Figure 4-15a: Observed ellipticity for 320 Hz at 
10m spacing. The two horizontal lines indicates 
zero elevation ellipticity and zero elevation 
ellipticity minus noise level. The data is too 

noisy to use. Data from higher elevations would be 
required to find the MTLT. 

ELLIPTICITY OVER TWO LAYERS 
FREQUENCY - 988 Hz 

0.02370 
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Figure 4-15b: Observed ellipticity for 988 Hz at 
10m spacing. The two horizontal lines indicates 
zero elevation ellipticity and zero elevation 

ellipticity minus noise level. At 0.10017 meters 
the observed ellipticity is outside the noise 

range. 
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ELLIPTICITY OVER TWO LAYERS 
FRCQUCNCY - 3137 Hz 

0.0484 
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Figure 4-15c: Observed ellipticity for 3137 Hz at 
lOm spacing. The two horizontal lines indicates 
zero elevation ellipticity and zero elevation 

ellipticity minus noise level. At 0.02183 meters 
the observed ellipticity is outside the noise 

range. 

ELLIPTICITY OVER TWO LAYERS 
FREQUENCY - 9998 Hz 
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Figure 4-15d: Observed ellipticity for 9998 Hz at 
10m spacing. The two horizontal lines indicates 
zero elevation ellipticity and zero elevation 

ellipticity minus noise level. At 0.01971 meters 
the observed ellipticity is outside the noise 

range. 
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Table 4-6 shows at what elevation the average ellipticity 

deviates from the 0.0m elevation ellipticity by an amount 

equal to 0.675*(standard deviation). This should be 

equivalent to MTLT. Compared to Table 4-5, these values look 

reasonable. For frequency 320H2, there was so much noise 

that the data was unreasonable. Any difference between 

computed MTLT and actual MTLT can be attributed to errors 

in average ellipticity at each elevation. This error can 

come from all sources of noise discussed earlier. 

FREQ 320 Hz 988 Hz 3137 Hz 9998 Hz 

STD*.67 5 .0003405 .0000584 .0000465 .0000952 

INTERCEPT .01061 .02368 .04834 .09202 

SLOPE .000179 -.000583 -.00213 -.00483 

MTLT . lOm . 022m .020m 

Table 4-6: Observed standard deviation times .675, 
data zero-intercept and slope, and resulting MTLT 

values. 

4.6.2 Field Test Conclusion 

Maximum depth of penetration is not field testable with 

current technology in LASI. Minimum depth of penetration 

(Minimum Top Layer Thickness) can be tested using an air 

layer as the top layer. Since the algorithms for finding 

the maximum and minimum depth of penetration are similar, 

it is assumed that if the minimum depth algorithm is correct, 

so is the maximum depth algorithm. 

The minimum depth of penetration (MTLT) results from the 

LASI LF EM system are shown below: 
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Frequency: 320 Hz 988 Hz 3137 Hz 9998 Hz 

Computed: 1.07m .101m . 03m . 02m 

Observed; . 10m . 022m . 020m 

Table 4-7: Calculated and observed MTLT values. 

The 320Hz data were not adequately tested because the air 

layer thickness never exceeded 0.4m in the field test and 

the data were too noisy for extrapolation. Noise from 

elevation to elevation was sufficient at the other fre

quencies for a good test. The 3137Hz observed MTLT value 

was the worst fit to the data (23% off) for unknown reasons. 

This test shows that the calculated MTLT values are rea

sonable. 

4.7 Conclusions for Maximum and Minimum Depths 

The minimum and maximum depth of penetration for the LASI 

MF and HF EM systems is examined in this chapter. The LASI 

LF EM system was not examined except for the purpose of 

field testing. The minimum depth of penetration can be 

considered the minimum top layer thickness (MTLT) or the 

minimum thickness the top layer can have and still be 

observable. The maximum depth of penetration is the maximum 

depth a basement layer can be at and still be observable. 

The MTLT and maximum depth of penetration are functions of 

Earth conductivity, the conductivity contrast between the 

layers, and the overall random noise in the EM systems. It 

was assumed that the signal to noise level of the systems 
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will range from 20dB to 70dB. Due to the oscillatory nature 

of the magnetic field there are discontinuities in the 

minimum and maximum depth of penetration figures (Figures 

4-6 to 4-13). 
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5.1 Introduction 

In this section the optimum depth of penetration is examined 

for the LASI MF EM system. Spies (1989) examined the depth 

of penetration for magnetotelluric and transient EM 

soundings. Smith et al. (1994) and Fullagar (1989) examined 

the depth of maximum sensitivity for TEM data. McNeill (1980) 

computed the depth of maximum sensitivity and the depth of 

penetration for the vertical component of the magnetic field 

for the EM-31 and EM-34 systems. The depth of penetration 

used to determine the depth for the LASI MF and HF EM systems 

is simular to the method employed by McNeill. For this 

chapter, optimum depth of investigation will be defined as 

the depth where 50% of the earth's influence is from the 

material below the optimum depth and 50% of the influence 

is from material above the optimum depth. Optimum depth of 

investigation in this sense can also be considered the 

average depth at which the earth responds to the transmitted 

signal. 

The purpose for examining optimum depth of penetration (ODP) 

is for creation of a depth scale for pseudo-sections. As 

with the MAXDP and MTLT calculations, 1-D computer modeling 

is used to determine ODP so the optimum depths found in this 

section may not hold for earth structures containing small 

2D and 3D features. 
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All three systems are designed to operate at induction 

numbers between 0.1 and 10. For surveys at induction numbers 

greater than 10 the depth of penetration will be governed 

completely by the skin-depth. At induction numbers below 

0.1, the depth of penetration is determined solely by the 

transmitter geometry and coil spacings. For the LASI MF EM 

system the depth of penetration will be a function of both 

coil spacing and skin-depth (frequency and resistivity). 

The ODP is expected to be greater for a VMD transmitter then 

for a HMD transmitter because the VMD source distributes 

the magnetic field deeper in the Earth than the HMD source 

does (Wait 1982, pg. 113). 

5.2 Method 

For ODP a three-layer earth is used where the thin middle 

layer is the target. The top and bottom layers have identical 

resistivities and represent the homogeneous background. When 

the middle layer is near the surface, a large anomaly relative 

to the half-space response is expected. As the target layer 

is lowered, the anomaly decreases. When the target layer is 

too deep for detection, response from the half-space 

background is all that will be observed. 

A sufficient contrast between the target layer and the 

background resistivity is required so numerical noise is 

avoided. However, a small target with only a small resistivity 

contrast with the background is desired so that the bulk 
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resistivity is not perturbed significantly. Background 

resistivities examined range from 1 ohm-m to 10,000 ohm-m. 

The resistivity of the target layer is one tenth the 

background resistivity and is 0.1 meters thick. To verify 

that the conductive target was not a significant factor in 

the ODP values, a target was also examined which was ten 

times the resistivity of the background resistivity. Initial 

tests showed that a resistive target layer produced depths 

nearly identical to the conductive target ODP values except 

near induction numbers of 2.5 where a 3% difference in depths 

was seen. 

The signal frequency, transmitter-receiver spacing, 

transmitter height, and receiver height are identical to 

those used in the MAXDP and MTLT calculations, (see Table 

4-1) . Two transmitter orientations are examined, a vertical 

dipole and a horizontal dipole pointing towards the receiver. 

The primary component of the magnetic field is not effected 

by the presence of the earth, only the transmitter moment 

and geometry, thus it should have no effect in determining 

ODP. The secondary component which is effected by the earth 

structure is all that is required to compute ODP. If the 

receiver coils only measured the vertical magnetic field, 

it would be logical to use the secondary component of the 

vertical magnetic field. Since the system being investigated 

measures the ellipticity of the polarization ellipse, it is 

logical to use the components that created the polarization 
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ellipse. The ellipticity itself can not be used since 

ellipticity is not proportional to the field strength. The 

secondary component of the major and minor axis of the 

polarization ellipse is the signal used. The two components 

are summed to produce the total signal observed. 

As stated in the introduction, three layer, 1-D modeling is 

used to determine ODP. The algorithm to determine ODP is 

given below: 

Step 1) Compute the voltages from the major and minor axis, 

from the half-space for the frequency being 

investigated. The half space just consists of the 

background resistivity with no target layer present. 

Step 2) Add a thin target layer to the half-space model from 

step 1. The target layer thickness is 0.1 meters. 

Starting with the target layer all the way to the 

surface, compute the voltage anomaly (AKi). Move 

the target down a small increment (AZi) and record 

the new voltage anomaly (AKg) • Keep moving the target 

down until the voltage anomaly is zero. 

Step 3) Integrate the voltage anomaly over the depth of the 

target layer using the equation: 

5.1 
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The curve Aj plotted as a function of Z is the 

cumulative response. 

Step 4) The cumulative response cuirve is normalized by the 

cumulative response at a depth of infinity so that 

at infinity depth, the cvmulative response is 1.0. 

The depth where the normalized cximulative response 

is 0.5 represents the optimum depth of penetration. 

5.3 Example 

To demonstrate the method used to find the optimum depth of 

penetration, a vertical magnetic transmitter located eight 

meters from the receiver position is used. A signal frequency 

of 249 kHz is employed. Four background resistivities are 

examined, 1 ohm-m, 3.2 ohm-m, 10 ohm-m, and 32 ohm-m. 

The first step in determining ODP is to compute the half-space 

response. The table below shows the half-space response: 

Background 
Resistivity 

Major + Minor 
Magnetic field 

(Amp/m) 

1.0 ohm-m 1.09E-4 

3.2 ohm-m 9.20E-5 

10 ohm-m 8.59E-5 

32 ohm-m 6.20E-5 

Table 5-1: Half-space voltage response. 

After finding the half-space response, the computed magnetic 

field as a function of target depth can then be computed. 
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The depth of the target is increased until the half-space 

response shown in Table 5-1 is reached. Figure 5-1 shows 

the magnetic field computed. 

The half-space response from Table 5-1 is subtracted from 

the computed magnetic field from Figure 5-1. This results 

in the magnetic field anomaly from the target. The anomaly 

is shown in Figure 5-2. 

The curves from Figure 5-2 are integrated and normalized by 

the total area under the anomaly curve, see Figure 5-3. The 

optimum depths of penetration can be read directly from 

Figure 5-3 and are shown in Table 5-2. 
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Figure 5-1: Voltage produced for a varying target 
depth. 
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Figure 5-2: Voltage anomaly produced for a varying 
target depth. 
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Figure 5-3: Integration of the voltage anomaly 
produced for a varying target depth. Curves are 

normalized so total area under each anomaly curve 
is one. The optimum depth can be read directly 

from these curves. 
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Background 
Resistivity 

Optimum 
Depth 

1.0 ohm-m 0.47 m 

3.2 ohm-m 0.98 m 

10 ohm-m 1.61 m 

3 2 ohm-m 1.67 m 

Table 5-2: Optimum depth of penetration for 8m 
coil separation at 249kHz 

5.4 

5.5 Results 

The plots on the next two pages show resulting optimum depth 

of penetration for both a horizontal magnetic dipole and a 

vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. 

For induction numbers above 1.0, optimum depths from hor

izontal and vertical transmitters are essentially identical 

for similar frequencies and resistivities examined. At 

shallow depths however, transmitter dipole direction is a 

significant factor. 
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OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
HMO. 4 METER SPAONC 

i_LU 

HALF-SPACE RESISTIVITY (OHM-M) 

3891 Hz O 15S64 Hz ^ 62256 Hz X 249023 Hz 

V 996094 Hz 

Figure 5-4a: Optimvun depth of penetration with a 
horizontal magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmit

ter - receiver spacing is 4 meters. 

OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
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Figure 5-4b: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
horizontal magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmit

ter - receiver spacing is 8 meters. 
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OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
HMD. 16 MCTCR SPACING 

LXU 

HALF'SPACE RESISTIVITY (OHM-M) 

3891 Hz O tS544 Hs ^ 622S6 Hr 

7 996094 Hz 

X 249023 Kx 

Figure 5-4c: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
horizontal magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmit

ter - receiver spacing is 16 meters. 

OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
HMD. 32 METER SPACING 

HALF-SPACE RESISTIVITY (OHM«M) 

Q 973 Hz 3891 Hz O 15564 Hz ^ 622S6 Hz X 249023 Hz 

7 996094 Hz 

Figure 5-4d: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
horizontal magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmit

ter - receiver spacing is 32 meters. 
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OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
VMO. 4 METER SPAQNC 

1_1_U 

HALF-SPACE RCSISTIVtTY (OHM'M) 

3691 Hz O iS564 Hz A 62256 Hz X 249023 Hz 

7 996094 Hz 

Figure 5-5a: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmitter 

- receiver spacing is 4 meters. 

OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
VMO. 8 METER SPACING 

HALF-SPACE RESISTIVITY (OHM-M) 

3891 Hz O IS564 Hz & 622S6 Hz 

"7 996094 Hz 

X 249023 Hz 

Figure 5-5b; Optimum depth of penetration with a 
vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmitter 

- receiver spacing is 8 meters. 
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OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
VMD. 16 MrrCR SPAaNC 
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Figure 5-5c: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmitter 

- receiver spacing is 16 meters. 

OPTIMUM DEPTH OF PENETRATION 
VMD. 32 METER SPAONC 

M  M t t  Ulil 

HALF-SPACE RESISTIVITY (OHM-M) 

3891 Hz O 15564 Hz ^ 62256 Hz X 249023 Hz 

V 996094 Hz 

Figure 5-5d: Optimum depth of penetration with a 
vertical magnetic dipole transmitter. Transmitter 

- receiver spacing is 32 meters. 

The curves shown above show strong similarity to each other. 

By using the induction number as the horizontal axis, all 
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the curves for a specific transmitter orientation and coil 

spacing can be represented by a single curve (figures 5-6a 

through 5-6d). The induction number is found from 

The curves in figures 5-6a through 5-6d can be normalized 

by the spacing between the transmitter and receiver coils. 

Figures 5-7a and 5-7b show these results and indicate that 

the optimum depths are not completely proportional to coil 

spacing. Even though the previous figures in this chapter 

examine frequencies for the LASI MF EM system, Figures 5-6a 

to 5-6e, 5-7a, 5-7b, and 5-8 are valid for both the LASI MF 

EM system and the LASI HF EM system. 
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Figure 5-6a: Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 2 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6b; Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction niamber for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 4 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6c: Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 8 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6d: Optimiom depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 16 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6e: Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 32 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6f: Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 64 

meters. 
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Figure 5-6g; Optimum depth of penetration vs 
induction number for both vertical and horizontal 
magnetic dipole transmitters. Spacing is for 128 

meters. 
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NORMALIZED DEPTH VS INDUCTION NUMBER 
HORZONTAL MAGNETIC DIPOLE 
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Figure 5-7a: Optimum depth of penetration normal
ized by coil spacing vs induction number for ver
tical magnetic dipole transmitter. This figure is 

valid for both the LASI LF and HP EM systems. 
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NORMALIZED DEPTH VS INDUCTION NUMBER 
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Figures 5-7b: Optimum depth of penetration normal
ized by coil spacing vs induction number for hori
zontal magnetic dipole transmitter. This figure is 

valid for both the LASI LF and HF EM systems. 

All the curves so far have had x-axis which varied with 

respect to background resistivity. That is to say that the 

skin-depth varied. In figure 5-8, the background resistivity 

was 100 ohm-m and the frequency was lOkHz. This caused the 

skin-depth to be a constant 50m. The induction number varied 

by changing the coil spacing. 

In the far-field region where the induction numbers are 

above 10, the optimum depth of penetration is not a function 

of coil spacing but is a function of transmitter coil 
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orientation. The optimum depth of penetration in this region 

is about half the skin-depth value normally used in 

pseudo-sections. The magnetotelluric depth matches the 

calculated far-field depth better then the skin-depth does. 
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Figure 5-8: Optimum depth of penetration as a 
function of induction niamber. The skin-depth is 

constant at 50m. 
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6 FORWARD MODELING AT AVRA VALLEY TEST SITE 

Both the LAS I MF EM system and the LAS I HF EM system are 

designed to detect three-dimensional targets. In the case 

of the LASI MF EM system one of the primary targets is 

subsurface voids as well as layered earth structures. The 

LASI HF EM system was designed to detect buried waste 

including buried drums. Layered earth structures can also 

be detected using the LASI HF EM system. It is hoped that 

the LASI HF EM system will not only be able to detect the 

presence of drums but also indicate the depth, and number 

of drums and drum orientation. Due to the three-dimensional 

nature of these targets, it is difficult to find a computer 

program to do forward modeling, incorporating existing 

forward modeling programs into inverse modeling programs 

would be difficult and the resulting inversions would be 

painfully slow. To alleviate inversion difficulties, 

ellipticity data produced by the LASI MF EM system and the 

LASI HF EM system will be processed by neural networks. 

Neural network interpretation was performed on data from 

the LASI LF EM system (Poulton, 1990; poulton 1991a; Poulton 

1991b). Like normal inversions, e.g. maximum likelihood, 

some forward modeling is required. In the case of neural 

networks, forward modeling is only needed to train the 

network, then forward modeling is not required again. 

Since reasonable computer programs for forward modeling are 

currently unavailable, physical scale modeling is used. 
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Making small scale antennas for the systems adds considerable 

complication so existing hardware for the actual system was 

used to perform full-scale modeling. This means artificial 

earth and targets used in the scale modeling have size 

dimensions equivalent to actual surveys. Usually in scale 

modeling, the artificial "earth" is created in the labo

ratory. For this project, we will be using a large excavated 

pond to be used as a modeling "tank". 

6.1 Tank Options 

Two tank designs were considered: 1) using a raft on an 

existing lake, and 2) excavating a small pond. 

1) The lake proposed for the experiment was Saguaro lake 

located west of Phoenix. This site was chosen because 

the water was very deep (about 115 feet) close to a road. 

The lake is under the management of Salt River Project 

who were very cooperative. Stewart Mountain Dam was the 

dam creating Saguaro lake and had a road on top which 

we could access. It was possible to park the instrument 

truck on top of the dam and run cables to a raft anchored 

about 100 meters from the dam. 

From experience using the LAS I LF EM system, it is known 

that the receiver and the transmitter must be motionless 

in order to collect good data. This means that the raft 

should be very rigid. The raft also has to be sturdy 

enough to support the targets suspended from the raft. 
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The raft should be made rigid enough that it will not 

have any significant movement due to wave action. In 

order to ensure a motionless raft, researchers who would 

attend the hardware during data collection would operate 

from small inflatable rxibber rafts located near the ends 

of the larger raft. 

The advantage to using the lake as a modeling tank is 

that there would be no effects from sides of the "tank" 

and cost is lower. Disadvantages include: the lake is 

located a long distance from Tucson, the raft would have 

to be very sturdy, and electrical properties of the water 

could not be changed. 

2) The site chosen for the pond is the Avra Valley Geo

physical Test Site located 30 miles west of Tucson. The 

test site is run by the University of Arizona. The ground 

is fairly homogeneous at the test site. The advantage 

to excavating our own modeling "tank" included close 

proximity to Tucson, some variation in electrical 

properties could be achieved, and the tank could be used 

for later experiments. Disadvantages include high cost 

and the sides of the tank may be observed. 

Due to the accessibility and flexability of a modeling tank, 

it was decided that excavating our own modeling tank was 

the route to take and the raft option was discarded. 
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6.2 Site Characteristics 

The modeling tank is part of the Avra Valley Geophysical 

Test site located at the South end of Avra Valley near 

Tucson. The site is on eolian soil and depth to basement is 

over 488 meters. Water table was measured as 126m below the 

surface (Sternberg, 1991a). Typical near-surface resisti

vities are approximately 50 ohm-m in the tank region. Caliche 

has been encountered in excavations at the test site but 

none was seen during excavation for the modeling tank. 

6.3 Tank Design 

The modeling tank is 3.04m (10ft) deep, 22.86m (75ft) long, 

and 6.09m {20ft) wide, (Figures 5-1 and 5-2). The tank is 

lined with shotcrete with Fibermesh to control leakage and 

for structural stability. A wood framework surrounds the 

tank and supports two catwalks which run the length of the 

tank. Catwalks straddle the center of the tank with 3.04m 

(10 ft) separating them. A trolly runs down the center of 

the tank from which targets can be suspended. Care was taken 

during design and construction of the trolly to ensure that 

it contained no metal components below the water line. 

The volume of the modeling tank can easily be computed. 

Starting with the formula for volume: V = L - W • H where V is 

volume, L is length, 1/ is width, and H is height. For the 

top half of the tank this becomes: 

•  20/i  • 5/f  = 7500/f^. The bottom half of the tank has 
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sloping sides sloped at 45 degrees so Z. = 65/t + 2-Z and 

W = \ 0 f t  +  2 - Z ,  a n d  H  =  Z  f o r  t h e  e q u a t i o n :  c L V  =  L - W - d H .  

Integrating both sides of this equation from 0 to 5ft gives 

the volume of the bottom part of the tank as: 

5 

ybouom = /  (65/f  -  2Z/0( 10/(  -  Z Z f O d Z  =  3 2 0 8  f t "  
0 

The total volume can be easily summed up as, V= ytop'*'^bottom' 

The total volume(l/,o,ai) is 12,704 cubic feet (360 cubic meters) 

or 95,055 gallons. 

The tank will be filled with fresh water which will act as 

a conductive half-space in which the targets will be "buried" . 

Since the dielectric constant of fresh water is 80, only 

lower frequencies can easily be used if water is used in 

the tank. It may be possible to fill the tank with foam or 

some other substance to reduce the dielectric constant. 

Using oil as a medium cannot be employed due to the danger 

of leakage into the surrounding soil. 

It is anticipated that the shotcrete liner will crack as 

the concrete hardens. Even with the presence of Fibermesh 

in the concrete mixture, a meaningful amount of leakage is 

expected. Leakage of water in the surrounding soil outside 

the tank should raise the conductivity of the soil to a 

level closer to the conductivity of the water in the tank. 

This should decrease effects observed from the sides. 
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The submerged targets will move along the length of the tank 

while the receiver and transmitter antennas will remain 

fixed in place. This will remove anomalies due to surrounding 

objects such as inhomogeneity in the surrounding soil outside 

the tank and metal brackets in the wooden decking. The effect 

of the tank sides and decking brackets can still produce 

erroneous data but the error will be a constant and thus 

may be removable. It will also allow researchers to char

acterize effects of the trolly system. 

Leakage of water into surrounding soil and evaporation are 

expected to slowly remove water from the tank. Since it is 

desirable to keep the tank at a constant level during a 

series of experiments, a 10,000 gallon reserve tank has been 

placed above the ground near the modeling tank. A PVC pipe 

connecting the reserve tank to the modeling tank allows 

water from the reserve tank to easily flow into the modeling 

tank. At the beginning of each survey day, the modeling tank 

can be easily "topped off". 
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Figure 6-1; Plans of modeling tank built at the 
Avra Valley Geophysical Test Site. 
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6.4 Experiments Performed 

Three targets have been examined in the modeling tank with 

the LASI HF EM system: 1) a 55 gallon barrel suspended 0.63m 

below the water surface, 2) a horizontal aluminum sheet 

suspended 0.30m and 1.03m below the surface, and 3) a 

horizontal steel pipe suspended at 0.25m, 0.75m, and 1.25m 

depths. A run using no target, just the trolley, was also 

performed to examine trolley effects. The separation between 

the transmitter and receiver were kept at four meters for 

all experiments. A complete description of the experiments 

is provided in Sternberg, et.al. (1996). 

The modeling tank was filled with tap water from the Avra 

Valley basin. From previous measurements, the water was 

assumed to have a resistivity of approximately 30 ohm-m. 

For future experiments, the water resistivity should be 

measured. Even though cracks in the tank were considered 

minor and many were sealed, water leaked from the tank at 

a rapid rate. It was impossible to maintain a full three 

meters of water in the tank and subsequently, the experiments 

took place with a water depth of two meters. It is planned 

to thoroughly seal the tank before further experiments are 

performed. 

Figure 6-2 shows the results from passing the trolley by 

the coils without a target suspended from it. Figure 6-3 

shows the standard error for each frequency. With the 

exception of 2MHz and 16MHz, the results are good. 
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PROFILE WITH TROLLEY CARRYING NO TARGET 
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Figure 6-2: Ellipticity from LASI HF EM system 
over modeling tank. Distance shows position of the 

empty trolley. 

Figures 6-3a to 6-3i show the ellipticity response using 

the aluminum sheet submerged 1.03m. Figure 6-4 shows the 

range of the ellipticity data collected with the aluminum 

sheet target in place normalized by the ellipticity range 

with no target suspended from the trolley. This should be 

a crude estimation of the anomaly to noise ratio. 
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Figure 6-3a and 6-3b: 125kH2 and 250kHz elliptic-
ity data from LASI HF EM system over modeling 
tank. Distance shows horizontal position of 

aluminum sheet suspended from the trolley. Sheet 
was submerged 1.03m. 
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Figure 6-3c and 6-3d: 500kHz and IMHz ellipticity 
data from LASI HF EM system over modeling tank. 
Distance shows horizontal position of aluminum 

sheet suspended from the trolley. Sheet was sub
merged 1.03m. 
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Figure 6-3e and 6-3f: 2MHz and 4MHz ellipticity 
data from LAS I HF EM system over modeling tank. 
Distance shows horizontal position of aluminum 

sheet suspended from the trolley. Sheet was sub
merged 1.03m. 
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PROFILE FROM ALUMINUM SHEET 
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Figure 6-3g and 6-3h: 8MHz and 16MHz ellipticity 
data from LASI HF EM system over modeling tank. 
Distance shows horizontal position of aluminum 

sheet suspended from the trolley. Sheet was sub
merged 1.03m. 
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Figure 6-3i: 32MHz ellipticity data from LASI HF 
EM system over modeling tank. Distance shows hori
zontal position of aluminum sheet suspended from 

the trolley. Sheet was submerged 1.03m. 
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Figure 6-4: Range of ellipticity values with alu
minum sheet target normalized by range of ellip
ticity values without target. Data was collected 
with the LAS I HF EM system over modeling tank. 

The ellipticity produced from the modeling tank clearly 

shows the submerged targets. This initial test of the modeling 

tank indicates it can be used to collect data for neural 

network training. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

Three prototype electromagnetic subsurface imaging systems, 

the LAS I low frequency electromagnetic (LF EM) system, the 

LASI medium frequency electromagnetic (MF EM) system, and 

the LAS I high frequency electromagnetic (HF EM) system, 

measure the ellipticity of the magnetic field produced from 

a controlled source. 

The LASI LF EM system is a low-frequency induction system 

which ranges in frequency from 30H2 to 30kHz. The LASI MF 

EM system operates at frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz. The 

LASI HF EM system operates at 30 kHz to 3 0 MHz. For all 

three systems, measurements are made in the near-field. 

All three of these systems consist of a data signal-

transmitting system, a calibration signal-transmitting 

system, and a receiving system. The receiving systems consist 

of three mutually orthogonal coils. Collecting three com

ponents of the magnetic field allows mathematical rotation 

of received vectors into principal plane coordinates. 

At the same time that the data transmission system is sending 

a signal, the calibration system is also transmitting a 

signal into the receiving system. The calibration transmitter 

antenna is a small coil located inside the receiving antenna. 

Three complex voltages form an input voltage vector in the 

space domain. Each of the components of this voltage vector 

can be rotated on the complex plane to determine the major 
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and minor axis of the polarization ellipse. The major and 

minor axes are perpendicular three-dimensional vectors 

represented by real and imaginary components respectively 

of the rotated voltage vector. Representing major and minor 

axes as three-dimensional vectors in space simplifies 

computing ellipticity tilt angle. Simulated data show that 

there can be a large difference between ellipticity computed 

in the radial-vertical plane and ellipticity computed from 

three-dimensional data. 

There is always some error in alignment between real receiver 

coils so that they are not quite perpendicular. Also, 

cross-talk is present to some degree in any system. These 

effects can be removed mathematically before calculation of 

the major and minor axes. In order to remove misalignment, 

the actual angle between the receiver coils must be 

determined. Likewise, cross-talk coefficients need to be 

determined to correct for cross-talk errors. 

When the hardware errors are corrected, the ellipticity is 

no longer a function of receiver coil orientation where coil 

misalignment and cross-talk cause the ellipticity to vary 

with respect to receiver coil orientation. Thus ellipticity 

variation as a function of orientation is a measure of 

coil-misalignment and cross-talk. Using this, the coil angles 

and the cross-talk coefficients were found through an 

inversion process. 
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For the LASI LF EM system, the percent error drops to well 

below one percent by employing only the coil angle correction 

without any cross-talk coefficients. For the LASI MF and HF 

EM systems, both angle correction and cross-talk correction 

is required. The final ellipticity error for the LASI MF EM 

system varies from 0.16 to 1.75 percent for the operating 

frequencies. The error for the LASI HF EM system varies from 

0.18 to 3.61 percent as a function of frequency. 

The maximum depth of penetration (MAXDP) and minimum top 

layer thickness (MTLT) are investigated. The MAXDP is defined 

as the maximum depth at which a layer can occur and still 

produce an observable anomaly. MTLT is defined as the minimum 

thickness a top layer can be and still produce an observable 

anomaly. 

One-dimensional computer modeling was used to determine 

MAXDP and MTLT using a two-layer Earth. For MAXDP, the bottom 

layer is the target we are trying to detect and a half-space 

with the same properties as the top layer is the background 

condition. If the target layer is too deep for detection, 

response from the half-space background is all that will be 

observed. For MTLT it is just the opposite, the bottom layer 

represents background and the top layer is the target and 

for very thin top layers only the bottom layer is observable. 

The contrast between target resistivity and background 

resistivity is an important factor so four values for 

background resistivities are examined (10, 30, 100, and 300 
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ohm-m) . The same four resistivities are used for the target 

layer. The signal frequency employed and transmitter-

receiver spacing are two known parameters that have a 

significant effect. The noise level in the received voltage 

has a strong influence on the MAXDP and MTLT. Two transmitter 

orientations are examined, a vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) 

and a horizontal magnetic dipole pointing towards the 

receiver (HMD). 

The MAXDP and MTLT are computed from voltages along the 

major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse. 

The maximum depth curves contain discontinuities with respect 

to noise level where the determining axis of polarization 

flips to and from the major and minor axis. Transmitter 

dipole direction is not a significant factor in either MAXDP 

or MTLT. Field test results for the MTLT calculations using 

the LAS I LF EM system compared favorably with calculated 

values. 

The optimum depth of penetration (ODP) was determined for 

the LAS I MF and HF EM systems. The optimum depth of 

investigation was defined as the depth where 50% of the 

earth's influence is from the material below the optimum 

depth and 50% of the influence is from material above the 

optimum depth. Optimum depth of investigation in this sense 

can also be considered the average depth at which the earth 

responds to the transmitted signal. 
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One-dimensional computer modeling of a three layer earth is 

used to determine ODP where the thin middle layer is the 

target. The top and bottom layers have identical resisti

vities and represent the homogeneous background. 

For surveys at induction numbers greater than 10, the depth 

of penetration is governed solely by the resistivity and 

frequency. At induction numbers below 0.1, the depth of 

penetration is determined exclusively by the transmitter 

geometry and coil spacings. For the LASI EM systems, the 

depth of penetration is a function of coil spacing, frequency, 

and resistivity. 

The secondary component of the major and minor axis of the 

polarization ellipse is the signal used. The two components 

are summed to produce the total signal observed. 

For induction numbers above 1.0, optimum depths from hor

izontal and vertical transmitters are essentially identical 

for similar frequencies and resistivities examined. At 

shallow depths however, transmitter dipole direction is a 

significant factor. 

In the near field, the depth of penetration nearly pro

portional to the coil spacing. In the far field, the depth 

of penetration is about one-half the skin depth. 

Since reasonable computer programs for forward modeling of 

complex targets are currently unavailable, physical modeling 

using hardware for the actual system was used to perform 
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full-scale modeling. A large excavated pond was used as a 

modeling "tank". The modeling tank is 3.04m (10ft) deep, 

22.86m (75ft) long, and 6.09m (20ft) wide. The tank is lined 

with shotcrete containing Fibermesh to control leakage and 

for structural stability. A wood framework surrounds the 

tank and supports two decks which run the length of the 

tank. A wooden trolly runs down the center of the tank from 

which targets can be suspended. The total volume is 360,000 

liters (95,000 gallons). 

The tank was filled with fresh water which acts as a conductive 

half-space in which the targets were "buried". Submerged 

targets were moved along the length of the tank while the 

receiver and transmitter antennas remained fixed in place. 

This removed anomalies due to surrounding objects such as 

inhomogeneity in the surrounding soil outside the tank and 

metal brackets in the wooden decking. 

The ellipticity produced from the modeling tank clearly 

shows the submerged targets. Initial tests of the modeling 

tank indicate it can be used to collect data for neural 

network training. 
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAM ROTPREP.FOR 

The program ROTPREP is used to convert rau voltage acquired with the LASI HF and HF EH systems to 
a format suitable for the program ROT which is listed in Appendix B. 

c This program prepares the data files for the rot program. 
c The data is reordered (so channel, not frequency is the 
c fastest loop and also converts the cal data to rectangular 
c coords. Bad frequencies are also discarded. 

integer s,f,c,nui)freq,badcount 
logical badfreqCH) 
real rd(A8,11,3),id(48,11,3),mc(48,11,3),pc(48,11,3),pi 
pi=3.141592654 

print'{a,$)',' How many frequencies (1 to 11);' 
read*,numfreq ! used only as a check 

do 1, f=1,11 
1 badfreq(f)=.false. 

open(5,file=' ') 
do 5, s=1,48 
print*,'Reading station ',s 

do 5, c=l,3 
do 5, f=1,11 
read(5,*)rd(s,f,c),id(s,f,c),mc(s,f,c),pc{s,f,c) 
if(badfreqCf)) goto 5 ! not required 
if((Cabs(rd(s,f,c)).gt.5.0).or.(abs{id{s,f,c)).gt.5.0)).or. 

& ((abs(mc(s,f,c)).gt.5.0).or.(abs(pc(s,f,c)}.gt.360.0}}} then 
badfreqtf)=.true. 

end if 
if(((rd(s,f,c).eq.O.O).and.(id(s,f,c).eq.O.O)).or. 

& (mcCs.f,c).eq.O.O)) then 
badfreq(f)=.true. 

end if 
5 continue 

close(5) 

badcount=0 
do 2, f=1,11 

2 ifCbadfreqCf)) badcount=badcount+1 
if(11-badcount .ne. numfreq) then 
print*,'saw wrong number of bad frequencies' 
print*,'correct number=',11-numfreq 
print*,'found number=',badcount 
pause 
stop 

end if 
print*,'correct number=',11-ni*nfreq 
print*,'found number=',badcount 

do 3, f=1,11 
3 print*,f,badfreq(f) 

open(6,file=' '} 
do 61, s=1,48 
do 62, f=1,11 
if(badfreq(f)) goto 62 
do 63, c=1,3 

63 write(6,*)rd(s,f,c),id{s,f,c), 
& mc(s,f,c)*cos(pc(s,f,c}*pi/180.0), 
& mc(s,f,c)*sin(pc(s,f,c)*pi/180.0} 

62 cont i nue 
61 continue 

close(6} 

stop 
end 
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APPENDIX B: PROGRAM ROT.C 

This is the listing for the program ROT. ROT is used to invert raw data acquired with the LASI HF 
and HF EM systems. Before ROT can be used upon the data, the program ROTPREP must be run to convert 
the data to the proper format. The source code for ROTPREP is listed in Appendix A. 

iVinclude <stdio.h> 
^include <stdl{b.h> 
^include <conio.h> 
iVinclude <malloc.h> 
iVinclude <math.h> 
l*include <io.h> 
#include <graph.h> 
#include <process.h> /* for spawn function V 

iWefine max_freq 11 /• max ncinber of freqs V 
#define num~channels 3 /* nurber of channels (x,y,z) V 
^define tnax_angles 32 /* for angle invert V 
#define max_sta 48 /• for angle_invert V 
#define inax_file 10 /• for angle_invert V 

typedef struct C /*This structure used in tilt and ellipticity V 
float re; 
float im; 

) complex; 

/• Routines for coniplex nunber manipulation. •/ 
complex addC), subtractO, multiplyO, multcrO; 
complex conjugateO, cmplxO, divideO, phase_add(); 
float absoluteO, phaseO; ~ 

typedef struct C /*This structure used to hold fft results V 
float data_real [max_freq] [num_channelsl ,data_imag[inax_freq] [nifn_channels]; 
float cal_real[max freq][num_channels] ,cal imagCmax_freq] Cnum channels]; 

} RI_BASE; 

int num_f req,nijm_sta,num_f i le,num_angles; 
float angles[max_freql[max_angles] 
float huge inv~ellip[max_sta][max_freq]; /* for angle_invert •/ 
RI_BASE huge inv staCmax_sta]; /• for angle_invert •/ 
RI_BASE sta; 
char input_f i le_name[max_f i le] [K] ; 
char angle~nameTmax_f i le] C14] ,current_angles [U]; 
char pre_ell_nameCmax_file][14]; 
char post_eU_nameCniax_f i le] [14] ; 
float weight[max_angles],defaults[max_angles]; 
int Rccy,Iccy,Rccz,Iccz; 
int RXDxy,IXDxy.RXCxy,IXCxy; 
int RXDxz,IXOxz.RXCxz,IXCxz; 
int RXDyz,IXDyz.RXCyz,IXCyz; 
int RXDyx,IXDyXjRXCyx,IXCyx; 
int RXDzx,IXDzx,RXCzx,IXCzx; 
int RXDzy,IXDzy.RXCzy,IXCzy; 

/•*«•***•*••***••«• Edo OP GLOBAL DECLARATIONS *•••••••*••••••*•••/ 
^*****************************************************************^ 

/•*•**•••••***•**** START OF ANGLE INVERT 

mainO 
{float sta_err_ave,sta_err[max_sta]; 
float ang~inv_do_calc(); 
i nt s tatus,a,f,f iIe,f iIe2,eq_num,eq_setup() ; 
char job; 

float sd_freq[max_freq].change; 
float ang_inv_do_calc(),sd_freq_ave,freq_mean[max_freq]; 
FILE 'sdfpointer; 
FILE *fpointer; 

angIe_i nvert_i nput_f iIenameC); 

openfile<&sdfpointer,"sd.out",1,'w'); 
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for(eq_niJB=2; eq_n«jn<=10; eq_numM-) 
{if(eq_setup(eq_num)) 

Cfprintf(sdfpointer,"\nUsing Equaion nunber Xd\n",cci_ni'n); 
angle_f i lenaine(eq_nLni); 

for(file=0; file<nun_file; file**) 
Cstrepy(current_angles,angle_naineCf ile]); 

/* input data for file •/ 
if(angle_invert_input(file)==0) return(O); 

/• first, do pre ell for all files V 
zero_angles(); /* load the sinple defaults (1's and O's). */ 
ang_inv_do_calc(); /• calculate ellip V 
ang le_i nv_stats_f req( f reqjnean, sd_f req,&sd_f req_ave); 
s tore_e 11 i p(pre_e I l_naine [file]); 
fprintf(sdfpointer,"\nPRE Std Dev from file X13s is 

i nput_f i I e_name [file]); 
for<f=07 f<num_freq; f-M-) 
fprintf(sdfpointer," X7.4f",sd_freq[f]*100.0); 

fpr i nt f C sdfpo i nter,"\n"); 

printf("ready to get default angles\n"); 
default_angles(); /* Load default values (from file if possible). */ 

/• do a check here to see if the angles are different from the defaults. •/ 
/•printfC'ready to conipute change\n");V 
change=0.0; 
for(f=0; f<nuni_freq; f++) 
for (a=0; a<num_angles; a++) 
C/*printfC"Xd Xd Xf Xf\n",f,a,anglesCf]ta].defaultsCa]);*/ 
change+=fabs(angles[f] Cai -defaults[a]);> 

/* if change is not zero, we could be repeating previous 
inversion and could skip huntandpeck routine. */ 

/•printfC "change=Xf \n", change); •/ 

/* do inv for all files •/ 
ifCchange < .1) get_better_angles_huntandpeck(); 

/• do post ell for all files •/ 
/•printfC'ready to call do calc for post\n"); 
ang_i nv_do_caIc(); 
printfC'ready to store ellip for post\n"); 
store_el lip(post_ell_nanie[f i le] );V 

printfC'ready to do stats for post\n"); 
for(file2=0; file2<num file; file2++) 
/•if(file2 != file)*? 
Ci f(angIe_invert_input(f iIe2)==0) return(0); 
ang_inv_do_calc(); /• calculate ellip */ 

openf ile(&fpointer,post_ell_nanietf ile2] ,1, 'a'); 
fprintf(fpointer,"Using angles found from file Xs\n",input_file_nanie[file)); 
fclose(fpointer); /* close file */ 
store_el I ip(post_ell_nameCf i le2] ); 

angle_i nv_stats_f req( f recLiflcsOf sd_f req,4sd_f req_ave) ; 
fprintf(sdfpointer,"Std Dev from angles X13s in data X13s is", 
current_ang I es, i nput_f i I e_nanie [f i I e2]); 

for(f=0; f<num_freq; f»+) 
fprintf(sdfpointer," X7.4f",sd_freq[f]*100.0); 

fprintf (sdf pointer, "W); 
> 

) 
> 

) 
fclose(sdfpointer); /* close file */ 

while(1){ 
_setvideomode( OEFAULTMOOE); /* does a els also */ 
printf("\t\tANGLE INVERT HENU\n\n\n\n\n\n"); 
printf("\t\tE Calculate ellipticity\n"); 
printf("\t\tA Change Angles\n"); 
printf("\t\tZ Change Angles to Zeros\n"); 
printf("\t\tO Display angles\n\n"); 
printf("\t\tS Calculate Error With Angles\n"); 
printf("\t\tl Invert to Best Angles\n\n"); 



(iob='E')) 
/• calculate ellip V 

(iob=='2')) 

Ciob=='D*)) 

) 
> / *  

printf("\t\tQ Return to Calculations Henu\n\n"); 
printfC" Enter Choice: 
uhiledlcbhitO}; Job=getche(}; 
_clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEM); /« clear screen of main menu V 

if({Job=='a') II (iob==*A')) 
change_anglesC); 

else if((job=='e') || 
{ang_i nv_do_caIc(); 
store_ellip();> 

else if((job=='z') || 
Czero_angles(); 
wri te_angles();> 

else if(Tiob=='d') || 
(for (a=0; a<nLin_angles; a++) 
{printf("Angle Xld: ",a); 
for (f=0; f<nijn_freq; f*+) 
printf("X.2f ",angles[f] [a]); 

printf("\n");> 
key board("\nHit any key to continue: ");> 

else if((Job=='s') || (job=='S')) 
{printf("\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n"); 
display_sd(&sta_err_ave,sta_err); 
key_board("\nHit any key to~continue: ");> 

else ifT(Job=='f•) || CJob=='I')) 
{get_better_angles_huntandpeck(); 
key_board("\nHit any key to continue: ");> 

else if?(job=='q') || (job=='Q')||(iob==27)) 
return(l); 

angle_invert_menu •/ 

/* loop through all angles */ 

/• loop through all freqs •/ 

/* 
/*••***•••••*•*•«•••****•*•*•**•***••• 

/* set up params for each equation •/ 
eq_setup(eq_num) 
int eq_nuni; 

/* this is a constant and is not ever inverted. */ 
defaults [313=0.0; 

/* first, the most conmon arrangement */ 
weight[Oj=1.000; weight[1]=1.000; weight[2]=1.000; 
weight[31=0.010; weight[4]=0.010; 
defaults[0]=0.0; defaults[1]=0.0; defaults[2] =0.0; 
defaults[3]=1.0; defaults[4]=1.0; 
Rccy =3; 
RXDxy=31; 
RXDxz=31; 
RXDyz=31; 
RXDyx=RXDxy; 
RXDzx=RXDxz; 
RXDzy=RXDyz; 

Iccy =31; 
IXDxy=31; 
IXDxz=31; 
IXDyz=31; 

Rccz =4; 
RXCxy=31 
RXCxz=31 
RXCyz=31 

IXDyx=IXDxy; RXCyx=RXCxy; 
IXOzx=IXOxz; RXCzx=RXCxz; 
IXDzy=IXDyz; RXCzy=RXCyz; 

Iccz =31; 
IXCxy=31; 
IXCxz=31; 
IXCyz=31; 
lXCyK=IXCxy; 
IXCzx=IXCxz; 
IXCzy=IXCyz; 

if (eq_nutn ==1) 
return(O); 

else if (eq_nuii == 2) 
{num_angles=5; 
return(0);> 

else if (eq_nutn == 3) 
{nijii_angles=7; 
Iccy =5; Iccz =6; 
weight[5]=0.01; weight[6]=0.01; 
defaults[5]=0.0; defaults[6]=0.0; 
return(0);> 

else if (eq_num == 4) 
{num angles=8; 
IXDxy=5; lXCxy=5; 
lXDxz=6; IXCxz=6; 
IXDyz=7; IXCyz=7; 
IXDyx=IXDxy;IXCyx=IXCxy; 
IXD zx=IXDxz;IXCzx=IXCxz; 
IXOzy=IXDyz;IXCzy=IXCyz; 



weight[5]=0.001; we{ghtC6]=0.001; weightt7]=.001; 
defaults[S]=0.0; defaults[6]=0.0; defaults[7] =0.0; 
return(0);> 

else if <eq_nuii = 5) 
return(O); 

else if (eq_nun == 6) 
{num_angles=10; 
Iccy =5; Iccz =6; 
IXDxy=7; IXCxy=7; 
[XDxz=8; IXCxz=8; 
IXDyz=9; IXCyz=9; 
IXDyx=IXOxy;IXCyx=IXCxy; 
IXOzx=IXOxz;IXCzx=IXCxz; 
IXDzy=IXDyz;lXCzy=IXCyz; 
weight[5]=0.01; weight [61=0.01; 
def au I ts [5] =0.0; def au I ts [6] =0.0; 
weight[7] =0.001; weight[8]=0.001; weight[9]=.001; 
defaults[71 =0.0; defaults[8]=0.0; defaults[9]=0.0; 
return<0);> 

else if CecLOum == 7) 
{num angles=11; 
lXDxy=8; IXCxy=5; 
IXDxz=9; IXCxz=6; 
IXDyz=10; IXCyz=7; 
IXDyx=IXDxy; IXCyx=IXCxy; 
IXDzx=lX0xz; IXCzx=[XCxz; 
IXDzy=IXDyz; IXCzy=IXCyz; 
weight[5]=0.001; weight[6] =0.001; weight[7] =.001; 
weight[8]=0.001; Height[9]=0.001; weight[10]=.001; 
defaults[5]=0.0; defaults[6]=0.0; defaults[7] =0.0; 
defaults[8]=0.0; defaults[9]=0.0; defaults[10]=0.0; 
return(1);> 

else if (eq_nuni == 8) 
Cnutn_ang I es=14; 
IXDxy=8; RXCxy=11; IXCxy=5; 
IXDxz=9; RXCxz=12; IXCxz=6; 
IXDyz=10; RXCyz=13; IXCyz=7; 
IXDyx=IXDxy; RXCyx=RXCxy; IXCyx=IXCxy; 
IXDzx=IXDxz; RXCzx=RXCxz; IXCzx=IXCxz; 
IXDzy=IXDyz; RXCzy=RXCyz; IXCzy=IXCyz; 
weight[5]=0.001; weight[6]=0.001; weight[7] =.001; 
weight[8]=0.001; weight[9]=0.001; weight[10]=.001; 
weight[n] =0.001; weight[12]=0.001; weight[13]=.001; 
defaults[5]=0.0; defaults[6] =0.0; defaults[7] =0.0; 
defaults[8]=0.0; defaults[9]=0.0; defaults[10] =0.0; 
defaults[11]=0.0; defaults[12] =0.0; defaults[13]=0.0 
return(0);> 

else if (eq_nLiii == 9) 
{nuni_angles=13; 
Iccy =5; Iccz =6; 
RXCxy=10; lXCxy=7; 
RXCxz=11; IXCxz=8; 
RXCyz=12; IXCyz=9; 
RXCyx=RXCxy; IXCyx=IXCxy; 
RXCzx=RXCxz; lXCzx=IXCxz; 
RXCzy=RXCyz; IXCzy=IXCyz; 
weight[5]=0.01; weight [6]=0.01; 
defaults [5]=0.0; defaults[6]=0.0; 
weight[7]=0.001; weight[81 =0.001; weight[9] = .001; 
weight[10] =0.001; weight[11]=0.001; weight[12]=.001; 
defaults[71=0.0; defaults(8]=0.0; defaults[91 =0.0; 
defaults[10]=0.0; defaults[11]=0.0; defaults[121=0.0 
return(0);> 

else if (eq_nuii == 10) 
Cnutn_angles=14; 
RXDxy=11; RXCxy=8; IXCxy=5; 
RXDxz=12; RXCxz=9; IXCxz=6; 
RXDyz=13; RXCyz=10; IXCyz=7; 
RXDyx=RXDxy; RXCyx=RXCxy; IXCyx=IXCxy; 
RXOzx=RXDxz; RXCzx=RXCxz; IXCzx=IXCxz; 
RXDzy=RXDyz; RXCzy=RXCyz; IXCzy=IXCyz; 
weight[5]=0.001; weight[61=0.001; weight[71=.001; 
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weightt81=0.001; weight[9] =0.001; weight[10]=.001; 
weight C11] =0.001; weight [12] =0.001; weightC13]=.001; 
defaultsC5]=0.0; defaults[6]=0.0; defaults[7]=0.0; 
defaults[8]=0.0; defaults[9]=0.0; defaults[10]=0.0; 
defaults[11] =0.0; defaults[12]=0.0; defaults[13]=0.0; 
return(0);> 

return(O); 
> /* ea setup */ 

angle_f i lenafl)e(eq_nun} 
int eq_nim; 

Cint i,file; 
char root_name[14],c1,c2; 
char cint [20]; 

for{file=0; file<nijn_file; file++) 
Ci=0; 
while(angle_naiiieCfile] [i] != 
Croot_name[i]=angle_naine[filei [i]; i++;} 

root_naine [ i ] =' \0'; 
strcpy(angle_nanie [f i le], root_nanie); 
strcat(angle~name[file] 
if(eq_nutn > 0) 
{i toa(eq_nLfn, c int, 10); 
if (eq_num < 10) strcat(angle_name[file],"0"); 
strcat(angle_naine[f ile] ,cint);> 

> 

for(file=0; file<nuni file; file++) 
Ci=0; 
whileCpost_ell_name[file] [i] != 
Croot_nanie[i]=post_ell_name[file] [i]; i++;> 

root_name[i] = '\0'; ~ 
strcpy(post_el l_nanie [f i le], root_nanie); 
strcat{post_ell_name[file].e"T; 
if(eq_nutn > 0) ~ 
Citoa(eq_nurn,cint,10); 
if (eq_num < 10) strcat(post_ell_naiiie[file],"0"); 
strcat(post_ell_nanie[f ile] ,cTnt)7> 

printf("%13s %13s\n",angle nameCfile].post ell name[file]); 
> 

returnd); 
} /• angle filename */ 

/* This routine inverts for the correct 6 angles to use. •/ 

get_better_angles_huntandpeck() 

{float sd_freq[fnax_freq] .best_angle[inax_freq] [iiiax_angles] .angle_inv_get_ellip(); 
float center_angle(iiiax_freq] (max_angles], sta_err[tnax_sta]. sta_err_ave; 
int a, change, f; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
char job; 
float spread=S.O. best_sd_freq[max_freq] .fact; 

/• Calculate staring best_sd for all angles = starting_angles. */ 
printf("ready to call get_ellip from hunt\n"); ~ 
ang le_i nv_get_eU i p(best_sd_f req. sta_er r ,&sta_err_ave); 
printfC'done with get_elTip~in hunt\n"); 

do 
{pr i nt f("\n\nspread=Xf ".spread); 

for(a=0; a<num angles; a++) /• Loop through all angles. •/ 
c 
for(f=0; f<nuni_freq; f++) /* Loop through all freqs. */ 
(center_angleTf] [a]=angles[f] [a]; /* Load center angle */ 
best_angle[f][a] =angles[f][a] ;> /* Have to pre-load best_angle so that if a better 

angle is 
not found, best angle will have old angle in it. •/ 
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for(fact=-1.0;fact<=1.01;fact*=.25) /* controls interniidiae spread values •/ 
Cfor(f=0; f<nijii_freq; f++) /• Loop through all freqs. •/ 

anglesCf] Ca]=center_angle[f] [a]'»(spread*ueightCa]*fact); 
ang le_i nv_get_el I i p(sd_f req, sta_err ,&sta_err_ave); 
for(f=0; ?<nun_freq; ~ /• Loojs through all freqs. •/ 
if(sd_freqCfr < best_sd_freq[f]) /* Condition test •/ 
<best_angle[f] [a]=anglesCf] [a]; /• store better angle */ 
best~sd_freq[f]=sd_freqCf]; /• update best freq sd •/ 
change=T;> /• flag for slower convergence •/ 

} /• fact loop •/ 

printfC'Xd ",a); /• Display loop counter just for user •/ 
/• Stop if key board was hit. •/ 
ifdcbhitO) Cjob=getche{);if({job=='q')||(iob=27)) return(2);> 

for(f=0; f<ntjn_freq; f++) 
anglesCf] [a]=best_angle[f] [a]; /• Reset angle before examining next angle. •/ 

> ~ loop through all angles •/ 

if (ichange) spread*=0.7; /• .8 narrow in on best frequencies. •/ 
if ( change) spread*=0.95; /* .98 narrow in on best frequencies. */ 
change=0; 

display_sd(&sta_err_ave,sta_err); 
write_angles(); 

} while (spread > .005); /• Largest loop, stop if spread is small enough. */ 

returnCD; 
} /* get better angles_huntandpeck */ 

/• This routine inputs the data for angle_invert. */ 

ang I e_inver t_i nput_f i I ename() 

{int tsta,file,i; 
char Job, root_name[K] ; 
FILE *input_fpointer; 

printf("\n\n"); 
printfC'This program requires an input file. The input file should contain 4 columns\n"); 
printfC'of numbers. The coluwis are: R(DATA), I(DATA), R(CAL), I(CAL). There is a\n"); 
printfC'record for each of the 3 channels (X,Y,Z). There is 11 sets of channels, one\n"); 
printfC"set per frequency. Thus, for 1 station, (11 frequencies), there are 33\n"); 
printf("records. There are typically 48 stations (16 per axis of rotation, 22.5 deg\n"); 
printfC'increments) so 48 sets of 11. In conclusion, for 48 stations, using all 11\n"); 
printf ("freqs, the file should have 3x11x48=1584 records. After you enter the inputW); 
printf ("file name, this program will as for the number of stations and frequencies.Xn"); 
printf("\n\n"); 

nun_file =scanint(1,max_file,1,-1111,0,"number of rotation files"); 

for(file=0; file<nun_file; file++) 
(printf("Enter the Input file dOtd name: ",file); 
scanf("Xs",input_file_naine[file]); getcharO; /• read file containing inv data •/ 
if(does_fiIe_exist(input_fiIe_name[file])==0) file--;> 

for(file=0; file<num_file; file++) 
C/*remext(input_file nametfile] ,rootname);V 
i=0; 
while(input_file_name[file] [i] != '.') 
{root_name[i]=input_f i le_name[f i le] [i]; i-M-; J 

root_naiiteCi] = '\0'; ~ ~ 
strcpy(angle_name [f i le], root_name); 
st rca t(angIe_name [file],".ang"); 
strcpy(pre_el l_name[f i le], root_name); 
strcat(pre_ell_name[f i le] ,".pre"); 
strcpy(post_elT_name[f i le], root_name); 
strcat(post~el l_name[f ile] ,".pst"); 
printf("%d X13s X13s X13s X13s\n",file, 
input_f ile_name[file] ,angle_name[file], 
pre_ell nameCfile] ,post ell nameCfile]); 

} ~ 

num_sta =scanint(2,max_sta,48,-1111,0,"number of stations to use"); 
num_freq=scanint(1,max_freq, 11,-1111,0,"number of frequencies to use"); 



returnd); 
) /* angle invert_input filename V 

/• This routine inputs the data for angle_invert. V 

angle_invert_input{file) 
int file; ~ 

{int tsta; 
char job; 
FILE •input_fpointer; 

printf("Ready to open Xs\n",input_file_nanie[file]); 
i f (openf i le{&input_fpointer, input_f i le_naiiie[f i le] , 1,' r' )=0) return(O); 

for(tsta=0; tsta<niin_sta; tsta++) 
CprintfC'Reading Station !td\n",tsta); 
if (read_ri_database(input_fpointer) = 0) 
Cprintf("\n» ERROR « Cannot open sta file.\n"); return(0);> 

inv staCtsta]=sta; 
> 

fcloseCinput_f pointer); 

returnd); 
> /• angle_invert_tnput •/ 

^**********«*******************«***«********«*****«««« 

/* This routine sets angles to default values •/ 

change_angles() 

tint a,f,ff, scanintO, nextf; 
float scanfloatO; 

nextf=0; 

whiled) 
{printf("\n\n"); 
printf("\n"); 
ff=scanint(0,num_freq-l,nextf,-1,0,"frequency to change"); 
nextf=ff+1; 
ifCnextf >= nuni_freq) nextf=-l; 
ifCff == -1) return{write_anglesC)); 

anglesCff] [0]=scanfloat(-360.,360.,angles[ff] [0] ,-1111.,0,"new x-y angle"); 
anglesCff] C1]=scanfloat(-360.,360..anglesCff] CI] ,-1111 .,0,"new y-z angle"}; 
anglesCff] C2]=scanfloatC-360.,360.,anglesCff] C2] ,-1111.,0,"new z-x angle"); 
anglesCff] C3]=scanfloat(0.,2.,anglesCff] C3],-1111.,0,"Real Cal-y coupling") 
anglesCff] C4]=scanfloatC0.,2.,anglesCff] C4],-1111.,0,"Real Cal-z coupling") 

7 
/ 

7 
7 

for (a=0; a<nuni_angles; a-M-) /• loop through all angles •/ 
{printf("Angle~X1d: ",a); 
for (f=0; f<nijii_freq; f++) /* loop through all freqs •/ 

printf("%.2f ".anglesCf] Ca]); 
printf("\n");} 

key_board("\nHit any key to continue: "); 
printf("\n"); 

> 

) /* change_angles •/ 

/« This routine inverts for the correct 6 angles to use. */ 

f I oat ang I e_i nv_get_el I i p( sd_f req, sta_err, sta_err_ave) 
float sd_freqCinax_freq], sta_errCinax_sta] ,«sta_err_ave; 

{float ang_inv_do_calc(),sd_freq_ave,freq_n)eanCniax_freq]; 

ang_inv_do_calcO; /* calculate ellip */ 
ang I e_i nv_s tats_fre<:](f req_tnean, sd_f req, &sd_f req_a ve ); 
angle_inv_stats_sta(freq_inean,sd_freq,sta_err,&C*sta_err_ave)); 
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return(sd_freq_ave); 
> /* angle3'nv_get_eUip •/ 

/• This routine was written Just for angle_invert. •/ 

float ang_inv_do_calc() 

fint tsta, cont, freq; 
float eUip[inax_freq]; 

for (tsta=0; tsta<num_sta; tsta++) /• Loop through all stations V 
{sta=inv_stattsta]; /• Load sta to be processed. V 
/• calculate ellipticities for all freqs of station sta. V 

/•printfC'Raw data:\n"); 
printf("Cx=Xf Xf Dx=Xf Xf\n", 
sta.cal_real [0] [0] ,sta.cal_imagt01 CO], 
sta.data_real CO] [01 ,sta.data_iinag[0] [0] );•/ 

if (cont) cont=adiust_xtalk(); ~ 
if (cont) cont=adiust~calsC); /* Modify cal sigs according to angle errors */ 

/•printf("After adjust cal:\n"); 
printf<"C1x=Xf Xf\n",sta.cal_real[0] CO],sta.cal_imagCO] CO]);*/ 

if (cont) cont=calibrate(); ~ /• do calibration here •/ 
/*printf("Af ter caIibrate:\n"); 
printf("Ox=Xf Xf Dy=Xf Xf Oz=Xf Xf\n", 
sta.data_real CO] CO] ,sta.data_iniagCO] CO], 
sta.data~real [0] CI] ,sta.data~iinagCO] CI], 
sta.data_real CO] C2] ,sta.data_iinag[0] C2] );*/ 

if (cont) cont=adiust_xyz(); /•~XYZ signals according to angle errors •/ 
/•printfC'After adjust data:\n"); 
printf("Dx=Sf Xf Oy=Xf Xf Dz=Xf Xf\n", 
sta.data_real CO] CO] ,sta.data_iniag[0] CO], 
sta.data_real CO] C11 ,sta.data~imagCO] [1], 
sta.data~real CO] C2] ,sta.data_iniagCO] C2] );•/ 

if (cont) cont=rotate(); /•"rotate data to principal aixs V 
if (cont) cont=calc ellip(ellip); /• calculate ellipticity •/ 

/•pr i nt f("e11i p^Xf\n",e11i p CO]);*/ 
if (Icont) (printfC'error has occured"); return(0.0);> 

/•printf("e=");*/ 
for (freq=0; freq<num_freq; ++freq) /• Load calculated el lip's into array •/ 
Cinv ellipCtsta] Cfreq)=ellipCfreq]; /• array holds all ell for all freq for 1 angles 

•/ 
/•pri nt f("X5.3 f ",e11i p Cf req]);•/> 
/•printf("\n");*/ 

> /• loop through stations •/ 

/• now all ellipticities have been calulated for all 
freqs and stations but only one specific set of angles •/ 

return(l); } /• ang inv do calc •/ 

/• This routine was written just for angle_invert. •/ 

angle_inv_stats_f req(freq_niean,sd_f req,sd_freq_ave) 
float freq_meanCmax_freq], sd_freqC(iiax_freq], •sd_freq_ave; 

(int freq, tsta; 

/• loop through stations to calculate mean for every freq •/ 
for (freq=0; freq<nuni_freq; -M-freq) 
Cfreq_ineanCfreq]=0.0; /• initalize freq_mean •/ 
for(tsta=0; tsta<nutn_sta; tsta++) /» loop through stations •/ 
f req_inean[freq]+=inv_el I ipCtsta] Cfreq] ; 

freq^ineanCfreq]/=(float)(nuii_sta); /• normalize mean */ 
/*printf("freq=Xd, mean=Xf\n",freq,freqjDeanCfreq] );•/> 

/• Calculate sd for every freq. Note sd is normalized by 
• the mean so sd is not in ellip units but is unitless. •/ 
if(niiii_sta != 1) /"if nuni_sta=1, cannot calculate sd_freq •/ 
for Tfreq=0; freq<num_freq; ++freqT ~ 
{sd_freq[freq]=0.0; ~ /* initalize sd •/ 
for(tsta=0; tsta<num_sta; tsta++) 
sd_f req Cf req] +=pow( i nv_el I i p Cts ta] Cf req] - f reci_mean Cf req], 2); 

7 
/ 

/ 
/ 
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sd_freq[freq]=sqrt(sd_freqCfreq]/(f loat){rxjn_sta))/frecuneanCfreq] ;> 
else ~ ~ 
sd_freq[freq]=0.0; /• sd_freq=0 if only one station •/ 

/* sun sd for all freqs to get sd_freq_ave •/ 
*sd_freq_ave=0.0; 
for~{freq=0; freq<nijii_freq; -M-freq) 
{•sd_freq_ave+=sd_friqCfreq]; 
/•printf("freq=Xd, sd=Xf\n",freq,*sd_freqtfreq] );•/> 

•sd_freq_ave/=<float)(nun_freq); ~ 

returnd); > /• angle inv_stats freq V 

/* calculate error between a station and the ave. Difference is 
* normalized by either sd or mean. Difference between each value in a 
* sta and ave value for (for that freq) from all sta is calculated. Each 
* difference is normalize then averaged over entire sta. */ 

ang I e_inv_stats_sta( f req_mean, sd_f req, sta_err, sta_err_ave) 
float sta_err[max_sta], *sta_err_ave; 
float fre^mean[max_freq] , sd_friqCmax_freq]; 

Cint freq,tsta; 

•sta_err_ave=0.0; /• initalize sta_err_ave •/ 
for(tsta=0; tsta<num_sta; tsta*+) 
{sta_errttsta]=0.0;~ /* intialize sta_err •/ 

/* Loop over freqs to get station error, sta err is normalized by mean •/ 
for(freq=0;freq<nun_freq; ++freq) 
if(num_sta!=1) /* if nun_sta=1 then sd_freq=0 •/ 
/• Normalize err by sd. fre^mean cancels out freq_mean sd is normed by. *f 

sta_errttsta]+=fabs(freqjiieanCfreq] -inv__ellipCtsta] [freq] )/freqjnean [freq]/sd_f req [freq]; 
else~ 
/* Just straight percent error (without the *100). •/ 
sta_err(tsta]+=fabs(freq_mean[freq] -inv_ellip[tsta][freq])/freq_mean[freq]; 

sta_err[tsta]/=(float)num_freq; /• Normalize err by nunber of frequencies. •/ 
•sta_err_ave+=sta_err [tsta] ;> /• sum up errs to get ave err •/ 

•sta_err_ave/=(float)(nLin_sta); /• Normalize ave err by nunber of sta. •/ 

returnd); > /* angle inv stats sta */ 

/• This routine finds sd in given stations. It is not part of angle 
* invert but uses it's routines. V 

d1splay_sd(sta_err_ave,sta_err) 
float *sta_err_ave,sta_err[max_sta]; 

Cfloat angle_inv_get_ellipC), sd_freq[max_freq], sd_freq_ave; 
int freq,a,tsta,ordfreq, oldcolor; 
char buffer [20]; 

pri ntf("\nAngIes:"); 
for (a=0; a<nun_angles; a++) /• loop through all 6 angles •/ 
printf(" X6.3f",angles[0][a]); 

printf("\n"); 

/* Calculate average sd for all freqs. •/ 
sd_freq_ave= angle_inv_get_ellip{sd_freq,sta_err,&(*sta_err_ave)); 

/* Display station error to user. */ 
printf("\nsta:sd "); 
for (tsta=0; tsta<nun_sta; -t^-tsta) 
{printf("X2d:X4.3f ",tsta,sta_err[tsta]); 
if(fmod((double)(tsta+1),7)==0) printf("\n ");> 

printf("\n"); 

/* Display freq sd to user. •/ 
printf("\nfreq:sd "); 
for {freq=0; freq<nun_freq; ++freq) 
(printf("X2d:X4.3f ",freq,sd_freq[freq]*100); 
if(fmod((double)(freq+1),6)==0) printf("\n ");> 

pri ntf("\nsd_freq_ave="); 
spr i nt f(buf fer,"Xf",sd_f req_ave); 



oldcolor=_settextcolor(12); /• switch to red text •/ 
_settextpQsition(25,13); _outtextCbuffer); 
^ettextcoLorColdcolor); 7* switch back to regular text color*/ 
returnC1); 

> /* display sd •/ 

END OF ANGLE INVERT SECTION 

/*****«***••••** START OF UTILITY ROUTINES ****•**—••***/ 

write anglesO 

Cchar file_nanieCK]; 
FILE •fpointer; 
int a,f; 

if(openfile(&fpointer,current_an9les, 1 ,  'w' )=0) 
{printfC"\n» WARNING: Cannot open Xs.\n",file_na^)e); 
key_board("Hit any key to continue: "); 
returnCO);) 

for (a=0; a<nutn_angles; ••a) 
{for (f=0; f<num_freq; ++f) 

fprintf(fpointer," X10.5f",angles[f] [a]); 
fprintfCfpointer," \n");> 

fcloseCfpointer); /* close file •/ 
return(l); 

> /• write angles */ 

/* This routine reads the ri_database for further processing. V 

read_ri_database(fpointer) 
FILE Cfpointer; 

{int channel, f; 

for {f=0; f<nuni_freq; *+f) 
for (channel=0; channel<nuni_channels; ++channel) 

{fscanf(fpointer,"Xf ",&(sta).data_realCfl [channel]); 
fscanf(fpointer,"Xf ",&(sta).data~itnag[f] [channel]); 
fscanfCfpointer,"Xf ",8(sta).cal_real[f] [channel]); 
fscanf(fpointer,"Xf ",S(sta).cal~iniag[f] [channel]);} 

/•printfC'Xf %f\n",(sta).data_real[0] [0],(sta).data_iniag[0] [0]);*/ 

returnd); 

> /* read ri database */ 

store_el I ip(f i le_nanie) 

char f i le_nanie[14]; 

{FILE •fpointer; 
int f,s; 

/•printf("Enter name of output file: "); 
scanf("Xs",file_nanie); getcharO;*/ /• read file containing inv data •/ 

if(openf ileC&fpointer.f ile_naine,1, 'a')==0) 
{printf("\n» WARNING «"" Cannot open Xs\n",file_name); 
key_board{"Hit any key to continue: "); 
return(0);> 

/*printf("%s ell file is open, ready to write.\n",ell_file_nan)e); 
key_board("Hit any key to continue; ");•/ ~ 



for (s=0; s<nijn_sta; ++s) 
CfprintfCfpointer," 53d",s); 
for Cf=0; f<nun_freq; ++f) 
fprintfCfpointer," X0.6f",inv_eUip[s] Cf]); 

fprintfCfpointer," \n");} 

fcloseCfpointer); /• close file •/ 
returnd); 

> /• store ellipticity */ 

/• This is where the cal signal received in the x, y, and z coils is 
* adjusted. The signal need to be adjusted because the angles between 
* the cal coil and the x, y, and z coils are not exactly 54.7 degrees 

adiust_xtalk() 
{int~ freq; 
complex Dxy,Dxz,Dyz,Dyx,0zx,D2y; 
cofnplex Cxy,Cxz,Cyz,Cyx,Czx,Czy; 
complex dx,dy,dz,cx,cy,cz; 
conplex dx2,dy2,dz2,cx2,cy2,cz2; 

for (freq=0; freq<niJii freq; ++freq) 
c 
Oxy=cniplx<angles[freq] [RXDxy] ,anglesCfreqJ ClXOxy] }; 
Dxz=cniplx(angles[freq] tRXDxz] .anglesCfreq] CtXOxz] ); 
Dyz=cniplx(anglesCfreq] [RXDyz] .anglesCfreq] [IXOyz] ); 
Dyx=ciiiplx(anglesCfreq] [RXDyx] .anglesCfreq] CtXOyx] ); 
Dzx=cfflplx(anglesCfreq] [RXDzx] .anglesCfreq] CIXDzx] ); 
Dzy=cmplxC angles [freq] [RXDzy] .angles t freq) CIXDzyJ); 
Cxy=cniplx( angles [freq] [RXCxy] .anglesCfreq] [IXCxy] ); 
Cxz=cmplx(anglesCfreq] [RXCxz] .angles[freq] CIXCxzl); 
Cyz=cirplx( angles [freq] [RXCyz] ,angles[freq] [IXCyz] ); 
Cyx=cinplx(angles[freq] [RXCyx] .angles[freq] [IXCyx]); 
Czx=cinplxCangles[freq] [RXCzx] .anglestfreq] [IXCzx]}; 
Czy=cinplx( angles [freq] [RXCzy] .anglesCfreq] [IXCzy] ); 

dx=cinplx(sta.data_real Cfreq] [0] .sta.data_iniagCfreq] [0]); 
dy=ciiiplx(sta.data~real Cfreq] [1] .sta.data_iiTiag[freq] CI]); 
dz=cmplx(sta.data~realCfreq]C2].sta.data'imagCfreq] C2]); 
cx=craplx(sta.cal_realCfreq] CO] ,sta.cal_imag[freql CO] ); 
cy=cmplx(sta.cal~real Cfreq] CI] ,sta.cal_itnagCfreq] CI]); 
cz=cniplx(sta.cal_real Cfreq] C2] .sta.cal_iinag[freq] C2)); 

dx2=add(dx.add(inultiply(dy.Dxy}.iiultiply(dz,Dxz))}; 
dy2=add(dy.add(inultiply(dx,0yx}.multiply(dz.Dyz)}}; 
dz2=add(dz.add(iiiultiply(dx.Dzx},inultiply(dy.0zy))); 
cx2=add(cx.add(inultiply(cy.Cxy).nultiply(cz.Cxz)}); 
cy2=add(cy,add(inultiplyCcx,Cyx).multiply{cz.Cyz))); 
cz2=addCcz,add(iiiultiply(cx.Czx),fnultiply(cy.Czy))); 

sta.data_realCfreq] C0]=dx2.re; sta.data_iiiiagCfreq] C0]=dx2.ini; 
sta.data'real Cfreq] [1]=dy2.re; sta.data_iinagCfreq] [1]=dy2.iir; 
sta.data'realCfreq]C2]=dz2.re; sta.data'imagCfreq]C2]=dz2.im; 
sta.cal_real Cfreq] C0]=cx2.re; sta.cal_iinagCfreq] C0]=cx2.ini; 
sta.cal_real Cfreq] C1]=cy2.re; sta.cal_iinagCfreq] Cl]=cy2.ini; 
sta.cal~real Cfreq] C2]=cz2.re; sta.cal_iinag[freq] C2)=cz2. itii;> 

returnd); 
> /• adjust_xtalk •/ 

/• This is where the cal signal received in the x. y. and z coils is 
* adjusted. The signal need to be adjusted because the angles between 
* the cal coil and the x. y. and z coils are not exactly 54.7 degrees, 

adjust_cals() 
Cint" freq; 
conplex cc_y,cc_z; 
codiplex cy.cz; ~ 

for (freq=0; freq<nuni_freq; ++freq) 
{cc_y=cinplx<angles[?req] CRccy] .anglesCfreq] CIccy]); 
cc_2=cmplx(anglesCfreq] CRccz] .anglesCfreq] CIccz]); 



cy=cinplx(sta.cal_real Cfreq] [1] ,sta.cal_imag[f req] til); 
cz=cniplx(sta.cal_real [fre^ [2] ,sta.cal~iinagCfre^ I2i }; 

cy=multiply(cy,cc_y); 
c2=(nultiply(cz,cc_z); 

sta.cal_real Cfreq] C1]=cy.re; sta.cal_{inagCfreq] [1]=cy.iin; 
sta.cal_realCfreq] C2]=cz.re; sta.cal^imagCfreq]C2]=cz.im;> 

returnd); 
> /* adjust_cals •/ 

/* This is where the x, y, and z signals are adjusted. The signals need 
* to be adjusted because the angles between the coils is not exactly 90 
* degrees. The equations for this routine came from Norn's thesis. V 

adiust_xyz() 
Cint freq, i; 
float alpha,beta,ganma; 
complex hx,hy,hz; 

for (freq=0; freq<nuni_freq; -M-freq) 
C 
/• convert to radians •/ 
alpha=anglesCfreq] CO]/57.29577952; /• x-y angle •/ 
beta =anglesCfreq] CI]/57.29577952; /• y-z angle •/ 
ganina=anglesCfreq] C2] 757.29577952; /• z-x angle •/ 

/• define Hx, hy, hz •/ 
hx=cinplx(sta.data_real Cfreq] CO] ,sta.data_iinagCfreq] CO]); 
hy=cniplx(sta.data~real Cfreq] H) ,sta.data~iniagCfreq] C1]); 
hz=cniplx(sta.data_real Cfreq] C2] ,sta.data~imagCfreq] C2]); 

/* apply equations •/ 
hy=niultcr(subtractChy,iTultcr(hx,sin(alpha))),1/cos(alpha}}; 
hz=iiiultcr(subtract(hz,multcr(hy,sin(beta )}),1/cos(beta )); 
hz=multcr(subtract(hz,niultcrChx,sin(ganina}}),1/cos(gainna)}; 

/* put adjusted values back into sta */ 
sta.data_real Cfreq] CO]=hx.re; sta.data_iinagCfreq] CO]=hx.ini; 
sta.data~real Cfreq] Cl]=hy.re; sta.data'imagCfreq] C1]=hy.im; 
sta.data~realCfreq] CH]=hz.re; sta.data_imagCfreq]C2]=hz.im; 

) 

returnd); 
> /* adjust xyz V 

/• This is where the data is calibrated with the cal signal. •/ 

cal ibrateO 
{int channel, freq; 
complex data, cal; 

for (freq=0; freq<num_freq; ++freq) 
for (channel=0; channel<num_channels; •+channel) 

C/* pull cals and data from storage array •/ 
cal =cmplx(sta.cal_realCfreq] Cchannel] ,sta.cal_imagCfreq]Cchannel]); 
data=anplx(sta.data_realCfreq]Cchannel],sta.data_imagCfreq] Cchannel]); 

/• normalize data value by cal average */ 
if (absolute(cal) != 0.0) 

data = divideCdata, cal); 
else 

data = cmplxCO.0,0.0); /* oops, no cal data */ 

/* put new data value into storage array */ 
sta.data_realCfreq]Cchannel]=data.re; 
sta.data^imag Cfreq]Cchannel]=data. im;> 

returnd); 
> /• calibrate •/ 

/• This routine rotates the 3 channels to the principal plane using method 
developed by Scott. •/ 

rotateC) 



Cint freq, rotatenim; 
float tefflp_tilt, tiltO; 
complex H_1,H_2,H_3, hl,h2; 

for (freq=0; freq<num_freq; -M-freq) 
W Assign inital values to the data •/ 
H_1=cniplx(sta.data_real [freq] [0] ,sta.data_{niagCfreq] [01); 
H_2=cmplx(sta.data~real [freq] [1] ,sta.data_imag[fre^ [1]}; 
H~3=cnij3lx(sta.data_real [freq] [2] ,sta.data~imag[freq] [2]); 
/•printfC'Done with first assignment in rotation.\n");V 

/*if (freq == 0) 
{pr i ntf("\nbefore rotat i on:\n"); 
p1=phase(H_l); p2=phase(H_2); p3=phase<H_3); 
a1=absolute(H_1); a2=absolute(H 2); a3=absolute(H 3); 
printf("p1,p2,p3=Xf Xf Xf\n",pl7p2,p3); 
printf{"a1,a2,a3=Xf Xf Xf\n",a1,a2,a3); 
printfC'H 1=Xf Xf\n",H l.re.H l.ira); 
printf("H~2=Xf Xf\n",re,im); 
printf(•'H~3=Xf Xf\n",H_3.re,H_3.im);}V 

/* Loop through rotations more than once till nunbers converge. 
The order of the rotations is arbitrary. V 
for(rotatenum=l; rotatenum<4; rotatenijn++) 
</• Rotate about axis 1 */ 
temp_tilt=tiltCH_2,H_3); /• find out how much to rotate •/ 
h1=add(multcr(H_2,sin(temp_tilt)),multcr{H_3,cos(tenp_tilt))); 
h2=subtract(multcr(H_2,cos(temp tilt)),multcr{H_3,sinCtemp_tiIt))) 
H_2=h1; H_3=h2; 

/* Rotate about axis 2 •/ 
teinp_ti lt=ti lt(H_1 ,H_2); /* find out how much to rotate •/ 
h1=add(niultcr(H_1 ,sin(te^np_tilt)),multcr(H_2,cos(te^^p_tilt))); 
h2=subtract(Inultcr(H 1,cos(tenp tilt)),multcr(H 2,sin(tenp tilt))) 
H_1=h1; H_2=h2; 

/* Rotate about axis 3 V 
teitp_tilt=tiltCH_1,H_3); /• find out how much to rotate V 
hl=add(multcr(H_l,sin(tefflp_tilt)),niultcr<H_3,cos(tefflp_tilt))); 
h2=subtract(niultcr(H 1,cos?teinp_tilt)),multcr(H 3,sin(te(ip tilt))) 
HJ=h1; H 3=h2; 

> 
/*if (freq == 0) 
(printf("\naften rotation:\n") ; 
printfC'H 1=Xf Xf\n",H l.re.H l.im); 
printf("H5=Xf Xf\n",re,H^.im); 
printf("H_3=Xf Xf\n",H_3.re,H_3.im);>•/ 

/• assign rotated values to sta */ 
sta.data_real [freq] [0]=H_1.re; sta.data_iinag[freq] [0]=H_1.im; 
sta.data_real [freq] [1]=H_2.re; sta.data_iniag[freq] [l]=H_2.im; 
sta.data_real [freq][2]=H~3.re; sta.data_imag[freq] [2]=H_3.im; 

> /* Loop through freqs. «/ 
/*printf("Done with rotating.\n");*/ 

returnd); 
> /* rotate */ 

/* This routine rotates the 3 channels to the principal plane using method 
developed Born and Wolf. This routine does not require rotate to be 
called before calling it. If rotate is called, titlt will be garbage. •/ 

BW_ellip_or_tilt(elIip_or_tiIt,process) 
float ellip_or_tilt[]; 
char process; 

Cint freq; 
float r,i,rr,i i,rrj3lus_i i,r_dot_i,inner_root; 
float gaimia,beta,epsilon,h1,h2,ratio; ~ 
complex K_1,H_2,H_3; 
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for (freq=0; freq<nijn_freq; ++freq) 
U* Assign inftal vaTues to the data •/ 
H_')=anplx(sta.data_realCfreq] [0] ,sta.data_iinagCfreq] [0]); 
H32=cmplx(sta.data~real [freq] [1] ,sta.data~inBg[freq] [1]); 
H23=cirpUCsta.data~real [fre^ [2] .sta.data^imagtfreq] t2] ); 
/•prfntfC'Done with first assignment in rotation.\n");V 

/* First find ellipticity. V 
r=sqrt(pow(H_1.re,2)+ pow(H_2.re,2)+ po«(H_3.re,2)); 
{=sqrt(powCH~1.iin,2)'»- pou(H~2.im,2)+ pow(H_3.tm,2)}; 
rr=r*r; ii=i*i; rrjslus_ii=rr»-ii; 
r_dot_i = H_1.re*H_1 .inr+ H_2.re*H_2. im H_3.re*H_3.ini; 
inner_root=sqrt(powCrr- i i ,2T*4*poH(rj!lot_i ,2)); ~ 
h1=sqrt((rrjlus_ii+inner_root)/2.0)7 ~ /* born & Wolf eq 66 •/ 
if{rr_plus_ii-inner root >= 0.0) 
h2=sqrtcTrr_plus_Ti -inner_root)/2.0); 

else ~ 
h2=0.0; 

ellip_or_tilt[freq]=h2/h1; /• have ellipticity •/ 

f* Now for tilt angle. */ 
if(process=='t') 
Cellip or tilt[freq]=0.0; 
if((rT=aTs&(i!=0.0)) 
Cratio=r_dot_i/(r*i); /• gaima is angle between r and i */ 
ifCCratTo > -1.0)88(ratio < 1.0)) 
{/*ganiiia=acos(ratio);*/ /• gaitma is angle between r and i */ 
beta=atan{r/i); /• Born & Wolf eq 70 •/ 
/*epsilon=atan(tan(2*beta)*cos(gamnia))/2.0;V /• Born & Wolf eq 71 •/ 
epsilcn=atan(tan(2*beta)*ratio)/2.0; /• Born & Wolf eq 71 •/ 
ellip or tiltCfreq]=atan(ellip_or tiltCfreqJ*tanCepsilon));>/* Born & Wolf eq 69 •/ 

> ~ ~ 
>/• if process = t •/ 

} /* Loop through freqs. */ 

/•printfC'Oone with BW_eUip_and_tilt.\n");V 

returnd); 
> /* BW ellip_and tilt •/ 

/* This routine calculates standard deviation for get_phase(). •/ 
float stndev(array,nuii) 
float array [] ; 
int nun; 

Cint i; 
float sd=0, sdmean, meanO; 

sdniean=mean(array,nuni); /• Calculate mean. •/ 

/* sum the square of the differences. •/ 
f or (i =0; i <nijii; i ++) 
sd+=pow((arrayCi]-sdmean),2); 

/* normalize then suare root •/ 
return(pow(sd/(f loat)nun), .5)); 

> /• stndev */ 

/* Calculate mean. •/ 
float meanCarray,num) 
float arrayCl; 
i nt nun; 

Cfloat suipO; 

int i; 

for(i=0;i <num;i++) 
sum-=array[i]; 

returnC sun/( f loat) (nun)); 

> /* mean •/ 

/* This routine calculates the ellipticites from the rotated data. •/ 
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calc_eUip(ellip) 
float ellipU; 

Cint freq; 
float ellip_lmCtnax_freq], alpha; 
ccinplex H_1,h5.H 3,~h1,h2, tefflp_ellip; 

/*FILE •fopenO, •fpoTnter;*/ ~ 

/• Calculate ellipticity form rotated values V 
for (freq=0; freq<nun_freq; ••freq) 

/* Assign inital values to the data •/ 
CH_l=cnplx(sta.data_realtfreq] CO] ,sta.data_iiiiag[freq] [0] ); 
H22=cmplx(sta.data_real[freq] C11 ,sta.data_iniagtfre^ [11); 
H~3=cnplx(sta.data_realCfreq] [2] ,sta.data_iniagCfreq] [2] ); 

I* Calculate ellipticity for the freq. •/ 
if(absolute(H_1) == 0.0) 
Cprintf("»Uarning« ch0=0 for freq X2d\n",freq); 
ellipCfreq]=0.0;> 

else 
{/•f po i nter=f openCcrat i o.out", "a") ;•/ 
ten!p_ellip = divide(H_2,H_1); 
ellipCfreq] = fabs{teinp_ellip.ini); 
/•ellipCfreq] = H_2.ini/H_1.itn;V 

/•fprintf(fpointer,"Xd Xf Xf Xf Xf Xf\n",freq,ellip[freq] ,H_1.re,H_1.iiii,H_2.re,H_2. im);*/ 
/•fclose(fpointer);*/> /• close file •/ 

> /* Loop through freqs. */ 

returnCl); 
> /• calc el lip V 

/* This routine calculates the tilt angle which is the angle required 
* to make two prependicular axies in C2 space the principal axies. V 

float tilt(Bl,82) 
complex Bl, 82; 

Cfloat phzchng. A, B; 
/* From Ryu, Morrison, & Ward, 1970, Geophysics V35 #5, Oct. 1970. •/ 
phzchng=phase(B1)-phaseCB2); 
/*printf("phaseCB1),phase(B2),phzchng Xf Xf Xf\n",phase(B1),phase(B2),phzchng);*/ 
A=absolute(B1)*absolute(B2)*cos(phzchng); 
B=absolute(B2)*absolute(B2)-absolute(B1}*absolute(B1); 

if(2*A==0) return(O.O); 

return(atan2(-B+sqrt(B*B+4*A*A),2*A)); 

> /•tilt*/ 

/* This routine sets angles to default values */ 

default_angles() 

Cint a,f; 
FILE *fpointer; 

if(openfile(&fpointer,current_angles,2,'r' )!=0) 
Cfor {a=0; a<nijm_angles; a++) /* loop through all freqs */ 

for (f=0; f<niiii_freq; f++) /* loop through all freqs */ 
fscanfCfpointer,"Xf ",Sangles[f] [a]); 

fcloseCfpointer);} 
else 
Czero_angles(); 
write_angles();} /* store angles •/ 

return(1);> /* default_angles */ 

/* 
/* Add two coirplex vales to get conplex. 
coniplex add(x,y} 
complex X, y; 
{conplex z; 
z.re=x.re*y.re; 
z. itn=x. im+y. im; 
return(z); 



/* Subtract complex from conplex to get conplex. V 
conplex subtract(x,y} 
conplex X,  y; 
(conplex z; 
z.re=x.re-y.re; 
z.itipx.im-y. im; 
return(z); 

> 

/• Multiply two conplex values to get conplex value. */ 
conplex inultiply(x,y} 
conplex x, y; 
(conplex z; 
z. re=x. re'y- fe-x. iin*y- imj 
z. im=x.re*y. iim-x. im*y.re; 
return(z); 

/* Divide two conplex values to get conplex value. */ 
conplex divideCx.y) 
conplex X,  y; 
(conplex z; float r; 
r=absolute(x)/absolute(y}; 
z=iTiultcrCciiplx(cos(phase(x}-phase(y}),sin(phase(x}-phase(y))),r) 
return(z); 

} 

/* Find magnitude of comlpex value. •/ 
float absolute(x) 
conplex x; 
(conplex z; 
z=multiply(x, conjugate(x)}; 
returnCsqrtCz.re)); 

} 

/• Find the conplex cojugate of a conplex value. */ 
conplex conjugateCx) 
conplex x; 
(conplex z; 
z.re= x.re; 
z. itn=-x. im; 
return(z); 

) 

/* Find the Phase of a conplex value. •/ 
float phase(z} 
conplex z; 
(float x; 
if (z.re == 0.0) 

x= 0.0; 
else 
x=atan2(z.im,z.re); 

returnCx); 
> 

/* Multiply a conplex and a real to get a conplex. */ 
conplex multcrCc.r) 
conplex c; 
float r; 
(conplex z; 
z.re=c.re*r; 
z.iin=c.im*r; 
return(z); 

> 

/* Add a phase to conplex number. •/ 
complex phase_add(c,p) 
conplex c; ~ 
float p; 
(float phz.mag; 



phz=phase(c}; inag=absolute(c}; 
return(c)rplx(mag*cos(phz-«'p) ,inag*sin(pt)Z'»p))} ; 

> 

/• Take two reals and form a complex. V 
coinplex cmplx(x,y} 
float X, y; 
{conplex z; 
z.re= x; 
z.iin= y;return(z); 

/* this routine will open a file, type is what the options are 
• if the file cannot be opened, mode is how it is opened. •/ 
openf i I e( f poi nter, f i I e_name, type, mode) 
char file_name[14], mode; 
i nt type; 
FILE *(*fpointer); 

/• with append mode it does not matter if file exists or not. V 
/*if ((strncmp(mode,"a+",2)==0) 11 Cstrncmp(mode,"a",1)==0))V 
if {mode=='a') 

C*fpointer=fopenC fiIe_name,"a"); returnC1);> 

/* file must already exist •/ 
/*if ((strncmp(mode,"r+",2)==0) | |(strncirp(mode,"r",l)==0))V 
if (mode=='r') 

i f (does_f i le_exist{f i le_name)==1) 
{•fpointer=fopen(file_nanie,"r"); return(1);> 
else ifCtype==l) /• must be opened as named V 
CprintfC" »> ERROR «< File Xs does not exist.\n",file_name) 
key_board("Hit any key to continue: 
returnCO);} 

else if(type==2) /• just quielty return •/ 
returnCO); 

/* file may or may not exist, old file is destroyed •/ 
/*if ((strncmp(mode,"w+",2)==0) 11 (strncmp(mode,"w",1)==0))V 
if <mode=='w') 
ifCtype==1) /• just open it and destroy previous file •/ 
C*fpointer=fOpenCfiIe_name,"w"); returnC1);> 

else ifCtype==2) /* can~be renamed or old moved •/ 
{ifCdoes_f i le_existCf i le_name)==1) 

ifCrenamefTleCfile_name)==0) returnCO); 
*fpointer=fopenCf i le~name,"w"); 
returnCD;} 

>/* openfile •/ 

/* Reads in a 'y' or a 'n' from the user •/ 
cO_or_c1CcO,c1 ,default_char,stop_char,new_lines, prompt) 
char prompt[50] ,default_char,stop_char,c07c1; 
int new_lines; 

Cchar job; 
int i; 

forC i =0;i <new_Iines;i•+) pr i ntf C"\n"); 

doC 
printfC"\tXs",prompt); 
printfC" CXc/Xc",cO,cl); 
ifCstop char != ' ') printfC" Xc to quit",stop_char); 
printfC")"); 
ifCdefault_char != ' ') printfC"Wc]",default_char); 
printfC"? "); ~ 
job=getcheC); 
printfC"\n"); 
ifCJob=='\r') iob=default_char; /• nothing was entered */ 
ifCjob==cO) returnCO); 
ifCiob==c1) returnCl); 
ifCiob==stop_char) returnC-1); 
printfC"\tInvaIid response.\n"); 
} whileCI); 

) /* cO_or_c1 •/ 



scan i nt(mi n,max,defauIt_vaI,qu i t_vaI,n€w_l i nes,prompt) 
int min,max,quit_val,default_val,new_lines; 
char pronptCSOl; 

tint value; 
char cvalueCZO]; 
i nt i; 

for(i=0;i<new_lines;i++) printf("\n"); 

doC 
printf("\tEnter Xs",prompt); 
if(quit_val!= -IIIDprintfC" (Xd to quit)",quit_val); 
if(default_vaU= -IIIDprintfC" [Xd]",default_val); 
printfC": "); ~ 
scanfC'XC -0123456789]".cvalue); getcharO; 
i f ((def au I t_va l!=-1111)48( cva I ue [0] —NULL)) return(def au I t_va I); 
vaIue=a10i(cvaIue); 
if((quit_val!=-1111}S&(value==qu{t_val)) return(quit_val); 
if((value<min)I|(value>max}) 
printf("\tError »> The valid values range from Xd to Xd.\n",min,max); 

else 
return(value); 

> while(l); 
> /* scanint •/ 

float scanfloat(min,max,default_val,quit_val,new_lines,pronpt) 
float min,iTiax,quit_val,default_val; ~ 
char prompt[50]; ~ ~ 
int new_lines; 

Cfloat value; 
char cvalueCZO]; 
int i; 

for(i=0;i<new_lines;i**) printf("\n"); 

dot 
printf{"\tEnter Xs",prompt); 
if{quit_val!= -1111)printf(" (X.2f to quit)",quit_val); 
if(default_val!= -IIIDprintfC [X.2f]",default_val); 
printfC: "); 
scanfC'XC -0123A56789.]",cvalue); getcharO; 
i f((defauI t_vaI!=-1111)&&(cvalue CO]==NULL)) return(default_vaI); 
value=aCof(cvalue); 
if((quit_vall=-111D&&(value==quit_vaI)) return(quit_vaI); 
if((value<min) I |(value>inax)) ~ 
printf("\tError >» The valid values range from X.2f to X.2f.\n",min,max); 

else 
return(value); 

> whiled); 
} /* scanfloat */ 

/* this is called from openfile */ 
renamef iIe(f iIe_name) 
char file_nameC14]; 

Cchar tenpf i le_nameCK] , job; 

while(DC 
/•_setvideomode{_DEFAULTMC10E);*/ /• does a els also •/ 
prTntf("\n\n\n File Xs already exists.\n\n",file_name) 
printfC Do you wish to:\n"); 
printfC 0 -- Overwrite old file\n"); 
printfC R -- Rename new fileXn"); 
printfC H -- Rename old file\n"); 
printfC Q -- Quit (don't do anything)\n"); 
printfC Enter Choice: "); 
whiledkbhitO); iob=getche(); printf("\n"); 
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ifC(job=='o') II (job=='0')) 
return(l); 

if((Job=='r') II (iob=='R')) 
{printfC" Old name is Xs\n",file_name); 
printfC Enter new name: ~ 
scanf("Xs",f ile_name); getchar(); 
return(1);J 

if((iob=='ffl') II (iob=='M')) 
{printf(" What is the new name for the existing file Xs? ",file_name); 
scanf("Xs",tenpfile_name); getcharO; ~ 
renanieCf i le_name, teiipf i le_nanie); 
return(l);} 

else if((Job='q') || (job=='Q')| |(iob=27)) 
return(O); 

> /* end loop •/ 
> /• rename file */ 

^***************************«*****«***********I 

/* Routine to wait for someone to touch the keytxiard. */ 

key_board(prompt) 
char prompt[80]; 
Cpr int f ( "Xs", pronpt) ; 
whileC ikbhitO ); 
getchC);> /• key board V 

/* simply verifys that a file exists •/ 
does_f i I e_ex i s t ( f i I e_name) 
char fire_name[U]7 

CFILE *fpointer; 

if ({fpointer=fopen<file_name, "r"))==NULL) 
Cfclose(fpointer); return(0);> 

else 
Cfclose(fpointer); returnC1);> 

} /• does file exist */ 

/ 

/************ 

zero_angles() 
Cint a,f; 

/ 
/ 

for (f=0; f<num_freq; f++) /• loop through all freqs •/ 
Cfor (a=0; a<num_angles; a++) 

anglesCf] [aj=defaults[a] ; 
anglesCf] C31]=defaultsC311;} 

) /* 2ero_angles •/ 
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